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Yesterday’s celebration of the historic 
Golden Jubilee of Diplomatic relations 
between India and Bahrain began 
with magnificent site of lighting 
of iconic Bab Al Bahrain in Indian 
tricolours and towering Qutub Minar 
in Bahrain national colours. Bahrain 
Authority for Culture and Antiquities 
(BACA) President Shaikha Mai bint 
Mohammed Al Khalifa, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs Undersecretary for 
Consular and Administrative Affairs 
Tawfeeq Al Mansoor and Indian 
Ambassador to Bahrain Piyush 
Srivastava watched as Indian national 
colours were projected on Bab Al 
Bahrain. (Life back for ‘Little India’ in 
Manama – Page 2)

Bab Al Bahrain illuminated  by Indian flag’s tricolours

‘Our best 
days are 
ahead of us’ 
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The vaccination status on 
the "BeAware" application 
will automatically change 
to the  Yellow  Shield for 
those eligible for 
a booster shot.

Let’s work together
Bahrain calls for dialogue with regional ‘friends and partners’ for peace, security and prosperity

• Dr Al Zayani 
attends Asian forum 
with Foreign Affairs 
Ministers in Kazakhstan

Nur-Sultan | Kazakhstan

Bahrain has stressed the 
importance of collective 
regional action to over-

come challenges and achieve 
genuine security and develop-
ment.

Foreign Affairs Minister Dr 
Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani 
said that this can be done 
through constant dialogue with 
regional friends and partners.

“The past 18 months have 
once again highlighted the vital 
role of regional and internation-
al cooperation, and the critical 
importance of working together 
to address common challenges,” 
said Dr Al Zayani.

He was speaking in the sixth 
Conference on Interaction and 
Confidence Building Measures 
in Asia (CICA) Ministerial Meet-
ing, which started yesterday in 
the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The event is being held un-
der the patronage of President 
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev of Ka-
zakhstan, chaired by the Acting 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
Kazakhstan, Akan Rakhmetul-
lin, and in the presence of the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
CICA member states, and the 
participation of CICA Executive 

Director, Kairat Sarybay.
At the opening session of the 

meeting, Al Zayani said: “In-
deed, recent years have demon-
strated beyond any doubt that, 
in an increasingly complex and 

interconnected world, genuine 
and sustainable security and 
development is only possible by 
working together with regional 
friends and partners.”

He noted that the COVID-19 

pandemic has also reaffirmed 
Bahrain’s longstanding princi-
ples and values which guide its 
policies, “values which have al-
ways been part of our Bahraini 
culture, and which have been 

given renewed momentum by 
the vision of His Majesty King 
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa.”

Foremost among these values, 
the minister pointed out, are 
the importance of coexistence, 
dialogue and mutual respect 
as the essential foundations of 
relations between states and 
peoples, and the bedrock of 
enduring peace, security and 
prosperity.

“That is why Bahrain believes 
in the importance of regional 
forums such as CICA, because we 
are convinced that they are ideal 
venues to put these principles 
into practice, and to demonstrate 
the value of genuine regional co-
operation in bringing real, prac-
tical benefits to Asia’s countries 
and peoples,” said Dr Al Zayani.

“It is why, for example, Bah-
rain will shortly assume the 
Chair of the Asia Cooperation 
Dialogue, providing further op-
portunities to bring our region 
closer together, while recognis-
ing the unique strengths of each 
of these forums.”

Al Zayani lauded Asia’s poten-
tial, diverse and abundant re-
sources, dynamic and resource-
ful peoples, technical expertise 
combined with its rich heritage 
and culture. 

“We are convinced, also, that 
by harnessing this potential 
through greater contacts and 
cooperation, we can enhance 
all our lives – bringing genuine 
security, lasting prosperity, and 
real opportunity for all our peo-
ples,” he noted.

Al Zayani participates in the ministerial meeting

HM King greets Kazakhstan President
Nur-Sultan

Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid 

Al Zayani conveyed the greet-
ings and appreciation of His 
Majesty King Hamad bin Isa 
Al Khalifa to President Kass-
ym-Jomart Tokayev of Kazakh-
stan, along with wishes of good 
health and success, and to the 

country more progress, devel-
opment and prosperity.

This took place as the Presi-
dent of Kazakhstan received, at 
the Presidential Palace yester-
day, the foreign ministers of the 
countries participating in the 
sixth meeting of foreign minis-
ters of the Conference on Inter-
action and Confidence Building 
Measures in Asia (CICA).

Dr Al Zayani said he was de-
lighted to participate in this im-
portant meeting in Nur-Sultan, 
expressing appreciation for the 
distinguished efforts made by 
Kazakhstan’s Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs to organise the meeting.

He expressed hope that the re-
sults of this important meeting will 
be a turning point in the process of 
this important Asian forum.

Arab coalition 
steps up 
operations 
against Houthis
Riyadh

The Arab coalition said 
yesterday it carried 

out 43 operations targeting 
Houthi mechanisms and el-
ements in Abdiya, south of 
Marib in Yemen, during the 
past 24 hours, Saudi state TV 
reported.

“We targeted nine mili-
tary vehicles belonging to 
the Houthi militia in Ab-
diya, and their casualties 
included 134 members,” the 
coalition said.

It also said that the Irani-
an-backed Houthi militia is 
preventing entry for relief 
organisations and aid to the 
besieged people in Abdiya.
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Bahrain Defence Force (BDF) Commander-in-Chief Field Marshal Shaikh Khalifa bin Ahmed Al Khalifa received the 
Minister of Finance and National Economy, Shaikh Salman bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, at the BDF General Command. 
The Commander-in-Chief welcomed the minister, and discussed with him topics pertaining to areas of the ongoing 
cooperation and coordination between the BDF and the Ministry of Finance and National Economy.

Deputy Prime Minister His Highness Shaikh Mohammed bin Mubarak Al Khalifa received newly appointed Bahraini 
Ambassador to Sudan Abdullah Rabea Saeed Rabea. The Deputy Prime Minister congratulated the Ambassador for 
obtaining the royal trust, wishing him success in performing his diplomatic duties and developing relations between 
Bahrain and Sudan. The Ambassador expressed his appreciation to the deputy prime minister for the guidance regarding 
his diplomatic mission and serving the interests of the Kingdom and its people.

BDF Chief receives Finance MinisterHH Deputy Prime Minister receives 
Bahrain Ambassador to Sudan

Life back for ‘Little India’ in Manama
Colourful cultural activities marking Golden Jubilee of Bahrain-Indian relations launched in style

TDT | Manama

From Bab Al Bahrain, where 
the entrance to the ancient 
city of Manama with all its 

cultural and historical heritage, 
cultural activities to commemo-
rate the Golden Jubilee of diplo-
matic ties between the Kingdom 
of Bahrain and the Republic of 
India were launched yesterday 
evening. 

In attendance were Bahrain 
Authority of Culture and Antiq-
uities (BACA) President Shaikha 
Mai bint Mohammed Al Khalifa, 
Foreign Affairs Consular and 
Administrative Affairs Under-
secretary Tawfeeq Al Mansoor 
and Indian Ambassador Piyush 
Srivastava, in addition to promi-
nent diplomatic presence as well 
as active personalities in both 
the Bahraini and Indian com-
munities and those interested in 
cultural affairs. 

“Culture has always brought 
us together to celebrate our 
common heritage and history 
and today we celebrate fifty 
years of diplomatic relations be-
tween Bahrain and India,” said 
Shaikha Mai on the occasion. 

“With life returning to normal 
in Bahrain, Little India is back to 
Manama to open new horizons 
for cultural exchange between 
the two nations and through our 
programme we present Indian 
culture with all its antiquity and 
beauty for all visitors to Mana-
ma.”

Al Mansoor stressed the depth 
of the existing relations between 
Bahrain and India. 

He noted the strength of the 
ties between the two nations 
across various fields. 

“This occasion is another 
achievement in the relations be-
tween the two nations as we cel-

ebrate today not only fifty years 
of official diplomatic ties but 
centuries of deep-rooted friend-
ship,” he stated.

Activities

The opening ceremony kicked 
off with a light show of the In-
dian flag on the facade of Bab 
Al Bahrain, where the Bahrain 
Police Band presented a musical 
show.

Audiences at Bat Al Bahrain 
will be treated to evenings of 

Bahraini and Indian musical 
performances at Bab Al Bahrain 
until October 19. 

The celebration then moved 
to the beat of the Bahrain Police 
Band to the “Made in Bahrain” 
store – where Indian artist Jay-
want Naidu will perform tradi-
tional Indian folklore – followed 
by the inauguration of the “Little 
India” market passing through 
the various beautiful elements 
of Bab Al Bahrain. 

This continues on a daily ba-
sis until October 19 from 6pm 

until 9pm where various Indian 
and Bahraini products, dishes 
and handicrafts will be show-
cased. The Mohammed Bin Faris 
band presented a folklore musi-
cal show of the most beautiful 
authentic traditional Bahraini 
music. 

Following the tour through 
Manama, which also includes 
a visit to the traditional Indian 
temple, activities moved to the 
Cultural Hall where a traditional 
folklore performance by Indian 
artist Jaywant Naidu, at 8 pm  

was held as part of the Interna-
tional Bahrain Musical Festival 
– in its 30th edition.

During the performance, art-
ist Jaywant, along with other 
musicians, performed classical 
northern India music on the gui-
tar – a musical instrument he 
started learning to use when he 
was 8-years-old. 

The programme to celebrate 
the Golden Jubilee of diplo-
matic relations between Bah-
rain and India includes two 
lectures at the Bahrain Nation-
al Museum on the relations 

between the two nations – on 
October 13 at 7pm presented by 
speaker Bob Thaker and Octo-
ber 17 at 7pm by speaker Yousif 
Sallahuddin. 

Meanwhile, interactive activ-
ities will start on October 15, 
with a photography tour in Little 
India organised by BACA in col-
laboration with Photo Bahrain 
and Fujifilm at 5pm. 

On October 16, the Art Center 
will host two workshops on the 
hard of hand-block printing 
which will be supervised by Kala 
Foundation for Artistic Design.

HM King greets 
Equatorial Guinea
TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa sent 

a cable of congratulations to 
President Teodoro Obiang 
Nguema Mbasogo of Equato-
rial Guinea, on his country’s 
Independence Day.

HM the King wished good 
health and happiness to Pres-
ident Mbasogo and progress 
and prosperity to the people 
of Equatorial Guinea. HM the King

HRH Prince Salman issues edict  to amend executive 
regulation provisions promulgating Civil Service Law
TDT | Manama

His Royal Highness Prince 
Salman bin Hamad Al 

Khalifa, the Crown Prince and 
Prime Minister, yesterday is-
sued Edict 54 of the year 2021, 
amending some provisions of 
the Executive Regulation of De-
cree-Law 48 of the year 2010 
promulgating the Civil Service 
Law, issued by Edict 51 of 2012.

Article (1):
The text of item (5) of the 

first paragraph of Article (18) 

of the Executive Regulation of 
Decree-Law 48 of 2010 prom-
ulgating the Civil Service Law, 
issued by Edict (51) of 2012 
shall be replaced by the fol-
lowing:

“5) The secondment shall be 
for a period of one (1) year that 
can be renewed for a maximum 
period of three (3) years. Excep-
tionally, the secondment may 
be renewed for periods not ex-
ceeding in total three times this 
period In order to perform the 
tasks of the shared services.”

Article (2):
The term “Bureau” shall re-

place the term “Bureau” wher-
ever mentioned in the Executive 
Regulation of Decree-Law 48 
of 2010 promulgating the Civil 
Service Law, issued by Edict 
(51) of 2012.

Article (3):
Two articles, (26 bis) and (30 

bis) shall be added to the Exec-
utive Regulation of Decree-Law 
48 of 2010 promulgating the 
Civil Service Law, issued by 
Edict (51) of 2012.HRH the Crown Prince and Prime Minister

BACA President Shaikha Mai, fourth from left, and Indian Ambassador Srivastava, fifth, with officials and guests

Indians and Bahrainis take part in various activities

Indian Ambassador 
Srivastava delivers a speech

Shaikha Mai  addresses the 
attendees

A jewellery stall A huge crowd enjoying the night
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Shura First Deputy Chairman Jamal Mohammed Fakhro received US Charge d’Affairs Margaret Nardi and Economic and 
Commercial Officer at the US embassy Emma Tewksbury. Fakhro lauded the steady development of the Bahraini-US 
relations in many fields thanks to the support and interest of the leaderships of the two countries. He stressed the 
Kingdom’s keenness to promote ties and deepen cooperation and coordination, especially in the legislative field. The 
meeting covered financial and economic issues, women and the challenges facing the environment.

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Secretariat signed in Nur Sultan two memoranda of understanding on political 
consultations and cooperation with the foreign ministries of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
Chairman of the current session of the GCC Ministerial Council Dr Abdullatif bin Rashid Al Zayani attended the ceremony. 
The memorandum of understanding was signed on behalf of Kazakhstan by Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs Akan 
Rakhmetullin and on behalf of Uzbekistan by Minister of Foreign Affairs Abdulaziz Kamilov. The two memoranda were 
signed on behalf of the GCC by GCC Secretary General Dr Nayef Falah Al Hajraf.

Bahrain, US cooperation stressed

Dr Al Zayani attends MoU-signing ceremony 
between GCC, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan

Regional cooperation key to achieve growth
Dr Al Zayani and GCC Secretary General hold meeting with C5 member states to discuss establishment of strategic dialogue

Nur-Sultan | Kazakhstan

It is important to promote co-
operation between the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) 

and Central Asian Group (C5) 
in all fields.

This was emphasised by For-
eign Affairs Minister Dr Abdul-
latif bin Rashid Al Zayani as he 
stressed the depth of both sides’ 
historical and cultural relations.

Dr Al Zayani, also Chairman 
of the current session of the GCC 
Ministerial Council, and GCC 
Secretary General Dr Nayef Fa-
lah Mubarak Al Hajraf held a 
meeting in Kazakhstan with the 
foreign ministers of the member 
states of C5 to discuss the estab-
lishment of a strategic dialogue 
between GCC countries and the 
countries of Central Asia.

The minister explained that 
the GCC Ministerial Council took 
a decision to hold a strategic 
dialogue between GCC and C5 

to discuss regional and interna-
tional issues and cooperation in 
all fields, stressing the need to 
intensify joint efforts between 
GCC countries and Central Asian 
republics, to develop mecha-
nisms of economic cooperation 
to increase trade exchange and 

encourage investment in various 
fields.

He expressed GCC’s aspiration 
to approve the draft joint ac-
tion plan between the two sides 
(2022-2026), which includes po-
litical, economic, educational, 
health, cultural, and sports fields 

of cooperation.
Dr Al Hajraf delivered a 

speech in which he stressed that 
the Central Asian countries are 
among the countries in which 
GCC leaders were interested in 
opening up ways of dialogue and 
cooperation, as the signing of the 

memorandum of understanding 
is the first step in the strategic di-
alogue towards moving relations 
to broader areas in all fields.

He also stressed the impor-
tance of GCC role in achieving 
stability, security and peace in 
the Middle East.

Dr Al Hajraf pointed out that 
the economic field in the joint 
action plan helps provide an at-
tractive climate for trade and 
investment and enhances pri-
vate sector relations between the 
two regions.

He noted that the presence 
of many historical cultural ties 
between the two regions will en-
courage strategic dialogue with 
Central Asian countries, cultural 
communication and dialogue 
between people.

The C5 foreign ministers ex-
pressed their appreciation for 
the decision of the GCC Minis-
terial Council to hold a strategic 
dialogue, stressing the interest of 
their countries in promoting and 
consolidating friendship and co-
operation relations between the 
two sides in various fields and 
at all political, economic and 
cultural levels to meet the aspi-
rations of both sides and achieve 
common interests.

Minister Al Zayani with the C5 foreign ministers

“There is a need 
to intensify joint 
efforts between 

GCC countries 
and Central Asian 

republics, to develop 
mechanisms of 

economic cooperation 
to increase trade 

exchange and 
encourage investment 

in various fields.”   
– DR ABDULLATIF BIN RASHID AL ZAYANI, 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTER

Bahrain-US trade relations reviewed

• Industry, Commerce 
and Tourism Ministry 
officials meet US 
delegation

TDT | Manama

The Industry, Commerce 
and Tourism Ministry of-

ficials held a meeting with the 
US delegation from the Senate 
and House of Representatives 

chaired by the Assistant Un-
dersecretary for Domestic and 
Foreign Trade at Industry Min-
istry Shaikh Hamad bin Salman 
bin Khalifa Al Khalifa.

The meeting reviewed the 
longstanding relations between 
Bahrain and the US and the ef-
forts made by the leaderships 
to achieve the goals of common 
interest.

They discussed issues of 
common interest and reviewed 
the economic environment in 
Bahrain and the government’s 

initiatives, which contributed 
to enhancing the investment 
sector, making Bahrain a hub 
for various international pro-
jects in the region.

The meeting praised rela-
tions between Bahrain and the 
US, especially those related to 
trade and economic affairs. 

They signed a free trade 
agreement, which had a great 
impact in raising the rates of 
trade exchange in large pro-
portions between the two coun-
tries.

HM King message boost for private sector
TDT | Manama

Bahrain Businesswomen’s 
Society (BBS) has said that 

His Majesty King Hamad bin 
Isa Al Khalifa’s speech at the 
opening of the Shura and Rep-
resentatives Councils’ fifth leg-
islative term fourth session was 
comprehensive and faithful, 
and expressed the aspirations 
of the various economic sectors 
in Bahrain.

It carried strong implications, 
especially with regard to the role 

of the Bahraini private sector in 
achieving comprehensive devel-
opment, the Society added.

BBS President Ahlam Janahi 
said that HM the King’s speech 
drew the features of the future 
of the national economy, and 
emphasised the role of the pri-
vate sector in bringing about 
comprehensive development.

Janahi stressed the impor-
tance of the role of business-
women in the economic com-
munity, noting that Bahraini 
women play a very influential 

role in achieving growth and 
represent a large proportion of 
small and medium enterprises, 
which are the largest job provid-
er in the Bahraini private sector.

She expressed the aspira-
tions and hopes of the Bahraini 
private sector and its great 
confidence in its rational po-
litical leadership, noting that 
the speech, with its promising 
future visions for a compre-
hensive development stage at 
all levels and various fields, ad-
dressed all national issues.

The meeting in progress

Khalaf receives His Grace Bishop Mar Coorilose of Indian Orthodox Church
TDT | Manama

Minister of Works, Munic-
ipalities and Urban Plan-

ning Essam Khalaf received in 
his office His Grace Geevarghese 
Mar Coorilose, the Metropolitan 
of Mumbai Diocese of the Indian 
Orthodox Church.

The bishop, who was in Bah-
rain to take part in the consecra-
tion of the renovated building 
of St Mary’s Syrian Orthodox 
Cathedral, thanked the Minister 
for all the help extended by him 
for the new building.

He presented a memento to 
the minister.

Khalaf welcomed it and said all 
help would be extended in future.

The meeting was attended by 
Municipal Affairs Undersec-
retary Shaikh Mohammed bin 
Ahmed bin Sultan Al Khalifa 
and Capital Municipality Di-
rector General Mohamed Saad 
Al Sehali.Minister Khalaf receives a memento from Bishop Mar Coorilose
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“As we welcome new and returning students 
for Academic Year 2021-22, maintaining their 
health and safety as well as their successful 

engagement in their programme of study, 
continues to be our priority at RCSI Bahrain.” 

– PROFESSOR SAMEER OTOOM, RCSI BAHRAIN PRESIDENT

Supreme Council for Women 
(SCW) Secretary General 
Hala Al Ansari received 
yesterday Higher Education 
Council Secretary General 
Dr Shaikha Rana bint Isa 
Al Khalifa. They discussed 
boosting cooperation to 
promote the advancement 
of Bahraini women in the 
higher education field. 
They also reviewed creating 
an equal opportunity 
committee in the Higher 
Education Council.

SCW Secretary General receives Higher Education Council Secretary General

‘Our best days are ahead of us’
Majority of Bahraini youth express optimism about future despite challenges

• Arab Youth Survey 
also shows they think 
their ‘voice’ matters 
to leadership 

TDT | Manama

Nearly three-quarters 
of the Bahraini youth, 
around 74%, are opti-

mistic about the future despite 
challenges of our times, includ-
ing the pandemic, saying “our 
best days are ahead of us.”

Likewise, a majority of them, 
at 70%, believe their voice mat-
ters to their leadership, an in-
crease of 10 percentage points 
over 2020.

These are some of the top 
findings of the 13th Annual AS-
DA’A BCW Arab Youth Survey, 
released yesterday by ASDA’A 

BCW, the leading public rela-
tions consultancy in MENA, 
which also revealed the aston-
ishing resilience and hopeful-
ness of young Arab men and 
women across the region.

Now in its 13th year, the larg-
est study of MENA’s largest de-
mographic, its 200 million plus 

youth, polled 3,400 Arab citi-
zens aged between 18 and 24 
in 50 cities and territories in 17 
countries from June 6-30, 2021.

Optimism for a better life

The pandemic cost MENA 
economies an estimated $227 
billion last year, pushing some 
countries to the brink of bank-
ruptcy.

However, when asked wheth-
er they believed their best days 
were either ahead of them or 
behind them, an astonishing 
60 per cent of young Arabs, ex-
pressed optimism in the future 
– the highest level of positivity 
in five years. 

The survey report, themed 
“Hope for the Future,” based on 
the findings, further highlight 
the optimism of young Arabs 
with nearly half (48%) also say-
ing they ‘will lead a better life 
than their parents,’ the highest 
percentage in three years.

In addition, half of respond-
ents said their country’s econ-
omy was heading in the right 
direction and most expected a 
full economic recovery by 2022. 

Increased trust in 
government 

Today, more young Arabs 
trust their government to ad-
dress their priorities, according 
to the survey.

Nearly three-quarters (72%) 
of young Arabs – similar to the 
positive sentiment among Bah-
raini youth – said their voice 
matters to their country’s lead-
ership.

Even in North Africa and the 
Levant region, which witnessed 
significant social unrest in re-
cent years, many young Arabs 
now believe their opinions mat-
ter to their governments.

Nearly three-quarters 
(72%) of young Arabs – 
similar to the positive 
sentiment among Bah-
raini youth – said their 
voice matters to their 
country’s leadership.

KNOW WHAT

Bahrain is preparing the youth for a better future (Image for representation only)

From AMA International 
School to Britus 
International School

TDT | Manama

AMA International School 
yesterday announced 

that it has rebranded to Bri-
tus International School after 
receiving the necessary ap-
provals from the Ministry of 
Education. 

The school is part of the 
portfolio of Britus Education, 
the education investment plat-
form managed by GFH Finan-
cial Group.

The move supports Britus’ 
strategy to continue the trans-
formation of its education as-
sets across its existing port-
folio as well as plans to grow 
the Britus brand, which oper-
ates more than eight private 
schools in the region includ-
ing Al-Olaya in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia, Al-Murabaa, 
Al-Rowda, Al-Fayhaa and 
Al-Takhasosi, AMA in the King-
dom of Bahrain, The Sheffield 
Private School in Dubai, and 
British International School 
in Tunis. 

In line with Britus’ ongo-
ing commitment to building a 
world-class portfolio of educa-
tion assets across the GCC re-
gion, it is undertaking compre-
hensive actions to enhance and 
upgrade education systems 
and to make quality education 
affordable to all segments of 
the community with an em-
phasis on K-12 learning and 
also special needs education.

Commenting Fatema Kamal, 
Acting CEO of Britus Educa-
tion, said: “We’re delighted to 
announce our new brand in 
the Kingdom of Bahrain. AMA 
has always been one of our 

most important acquisitions 
and we have and continue to 
invest in its enhancement and 
the embedding of our ethos 
and culture into the School.

“This is also another impor-
tant milestone marking the 
further expansion of the Bri-
tus brand in the region. With 
the rebranding behind us, we 
are now working on further 
key enhancements by embrac-
ing digital transformation of 
the School’s academic pro-
grammes, curriculums, pro-
cesses and human resources 
to ensure our students have 
access to the best resources, 
facilities and learning tools 
available in the market today.”

Britus Education has a port-
folio of K-12 schools located 
across the MENA region.

Its strategy focuses on 
identifying and investing in 
high-quality schools that are 
capable of being further im-
proved, have strong existing 
student capacity with room 
for additional growth and fee 
structures that are afforda-
ble to the fast-expanding 
mid-market.

The campus

Britus Education Acting CEO Fatema 
Kamal

RCSI Bahrain welcomes new students for academic year 2021-22
TDT | Manama

Marking the start of aca-
demic year 2021-22, the 

Royal College of Surgeons in 
Ireland-Medical University of 
Bahrain (RCSI Bahrain) wel-
comed the new cohort of stu-
dents during orientation.

More than 390 students di-
vided into small groups were 
welcomed on campus over a 
period of three weeks to be fa-
miliarised with the resources 
and assistance available, as well 
as the latest health and safety 
regulations on campus.

Led by the Student Services, 
Events and Sports and Recreation 
Department, the orientation of 
the new cohort was an opportu-
nity for all new students to take 
an induction tour, participate in 
ice-breaker activities, receive 
their registration pack and final-
ise their registration process, in 
accordance with the rules and 
regulations of the Higher Educa-
tion Council in Bahrain. 

RCSI Bahrain’s community 

blends a variety of characters 
and cultures from around the 
globe.

With 48 distinct nationalities 
across all the programmes, this 
year’s new cohort consists of 

23 nationalities, with Bahraini 
students making up circa 50% 
of the new intake, 30% of the 
students are from the Middle 
East, 10% from North America, 
and 10% from Asia and Europe. 

Following the orientation 
week, students commenced 
their digitally-engaged learning 
period followed by physical-
ly-distanced blended learning, 
during which they had several 
opportunities to get to know 
their fellow students through 
online academic and non-aca-
demic activities.

Students are able to attend 
campus in small groups called 
‘Learning Communities’, which 
provides them with a personal-
ised learning experi-ence. 

RCSI Bahrain has planned the 
delivery of the academic pro-
gramme in line with interna-
tional guidelines, the guidelines 
set out by the National Task-
force Committee and the Min-
istry of Health of the Kingdom 
of Bahrain.

New students are taken to an induction tour

Al Derazi briefs US Congress on NIHR role
TDT | Manama

National Institution for 
Human Rights (NIHR) 

President Ali Ahmed Al Der-
azi received a delegation of US 
Congress.

Al Derazi briefed them on 
NIHR’s role in spreading, pro-
moting and protecting human 
rights, and their role during 
the pandemic through its fol-
low-up to the precautionary 

measures taken by the King-
dom in prisons and rehabili-
tation centres.

He explained that the prac-
tice of religious rites in Bah-
rain comes within the frame-
work of ensuring public and 
personal freedoms and equal-
ity for all without discrimina-
tion based on race, language, 
religion or gender.

The delegation exchanged 
topics of common interest.

Asian drug peddler loses appeal
TDT | Manama

The High Appeals Court up-
held the sentence issued 

against an Asian man convict-
ed of promoting drugs.

The defendant was sen-
tenced to five five years in 
prison for peddling illicit pills 
in addition to a BD3,000 fine. 

Two defendants, also Asian 
male, were involved in the 
same case, but they were sen-
tenced to six months in prison 

each only after they were held 
guilty of consumption. Both of 
them didn’t appeal the initial 
sentences. 

According to court files, the 
first defendant was selling 
drugs to the other two Asian 
men who were buying for con-
sumption purposes.

However, they were contact-
ed by an undercover agent, who 
offered them BD180 to buy the 
narcotics from them. A sting 
operation was carried out.



Bahrain Chamber names 
winners of “Bahrain Food 
Excellence Award”

TDT | Manama

Under the patronage of 
Chairman Sameer Nass, 

the Bahrain Chamber held on 
Tuesday 12th October 2021 an 
awarding ceremony for the 
winners of the third edition 
of “Bahrain Food Excellence 
Award 2021”.

Speaking at the event, Nass 
voiced pride in the partici-
pants of the award, and ex-
pressed confidence in the 
quality of local produces and 
their potential to compete in 
international markets.  He 
underlined the importance of 
seeking new business avenues 
and consolidating efforts to 
achieve food security.

Head of the Food Wealth 
Committee, founder of the 
award Khalid Al Amin, reit-
erated pride in local produc-
es and all participants in the 
award.  He pointed out that 
the award aims at promoting 
local products and upgrading 
their quality, enhancing the 
competitiveness of local food 
enterprises, and fostering in-
vestments in this important 
sector.  

Al Amin revealed that 49 

local enterprises participated 
in this edition of the award, 
and 3 winners were selected 
after thorough evaluation and 
assessment from a panel of 
judges, and an evaluation com-
mittee that made field trips to 
the manufacturing facilities of 
the participating enterprises. 

For the established compa-
nies’ category (over 3 years), 
“Amalfi” was named the win-
ner, and received a BD 5,000 
prize.  For the startup category 
(1-3 years), “Vedge Café” was 
named a winner, and received 
a BD 2,500 prize.  For the pro-
ductive families’ category, “E 
momken” was named the win-
ner, and received a BD 2,500 
prize.  All winners of the award 
will also be allowed to use the 
“Food Excellence” logo on 
their winning products for a 
period of two years.

The event was held in the 
chamber’s premises in the 
presence of board members, 
Acting Chief Executive Dr. 
Abdulla Al Sada, head and 
members of the Food Wealth 
Committee, the panel of judges 
and evaluation committee of 
award, the participants, and 
media personnel.
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Major stock 
markets track oil 
prices higher

Reuters | Dubai

Major stock markets in 
the Gulf rose on Tues-

day with higher oil prices, 
with the Abu Dhabi index 
extending gains for a third 
consecutive session.

O i l  h e a d e d  t owa rd s 
$84 a  barrel  and was 
within sight of a three-
year high as a rebound in 
global demand contrib-
utes to energy shortages 
in big economies such as  
China.

Saudi Arabia’s benchmark 
index finished 0.3% high-
er, led by a 0.8% gain in Al 
Rajhi Bank and a 2.1% rise 
in Saudi Arabian Mining 
Company.

Among other gainers, oil 
giant Saudi Aramco add-
ed 0.5%. Aramco has asked 
banks to arrange a loan ex-
pected to be in the $12-14 
billion range that it plans 
to offer to buyers of its gas 
pipeline network, Reuters 
reported citing sources, as 
the oil giant advances plans 
to raise funds from asset  
sales.

Thales bags new maintenance 
contract for Dubai Metro
TDT | Manama

Thales has been appointed 
by Keolis-MHI, the French 

Japanese consortium, to main-
tain some signalling and com-
munications equipment of Du-
bai Metro, the world’s longest 
automated metro line.

Thales will provide correc-
tive and predictive mainte-
nance, on-demand system en-
hancements, repairs and spares 
for the red and green metro 
lines and the Route 2020 ex-
tension. 

In March 2021, Dubai Roads 
and Transport Authority (RTA) 
selected Keolis-MHI to operate 
the metro and tram networks 
for next 15 years. As a leader 
in automated trains, commu-
nication and ticketing systems, 
Thales has been selected by 
the consortium to optimize the 
maintenance and performance 
of the signalling and commu-
nication systems of the Dubai 
Metro.

Thales has a longstanding re-
lationship with the RTA, work-
ing with the authority on the 
Dubai Metro to improve urban 
mobility and provide the latest 
enhancements to solutions that 
are already in service. Thales 
has equipped the driverless 
trains on the red line, green 
line and Route 2020 extension 
with a range of solutions, in-
cluding signalling technology, 

integrated supervision, tele-
communications, passenger 
services, security and auto-
mated fare collection systems 
powered by Thales’s Tran-
scity Up solution and PG600  
gates. 

Thibaut Paillat, Mobilization 

and Transformation Director of 
Keolis-MHI said, “We are com-
mitted to enhancing the passen-
ger experience and delivering 
on RTA’s vision of world-class, 
smart and sustainable mobility 
for the people of Dubai. We are 
pleased to partner with Thales, 
whose proven experience and 
expertise in working with RTA 
on the Dubai metro network 
makes them the right trusted 
partner.”

Bernard Roux, CEO Thales 
in UAE said, “Thales has been a 
long-standing partner in UAE’s 
mission for urban mobility, 
supporting this vision through 
industry, innovation and edu-
cation. We are committed to 
building a future that we can all 
trust, and we are working close-
ly with Keolis-MHI and the RTA 
to ensure the highest standards 
of operations and maintenance 
on the Dubai Metro.”

Tamer Farouk appointed general 
manager at Hilton Bahrain
TDT | Manama

Tamer Farouk has been 
appointed as the General 

Manager of Hilton Bahrain, 
an upscale new hotel and resi-
dences expected to open in the 
first quarter of 2022.

This property is owned by 
Salim Ahmed Mannai, Chair-
man of Mannai Holdings and 
managed by Hilton.

Farouk will lead the team in 
all aspects of hotel operations, 
from marketing and hotel ad-
ministration to guest services 
and satisfaction. 

“We are pleased to have 
someone of Tamer’s calibre 
and industry experience lead-
ing the team,” said Anil Nair, 
Group CEO of Mannai Hold-
ings. 

“I look forward to this new 
opportunity and I am proud to 
be able to lead the phenomenal 
team at Hilton Bahrain,” said 
Farouk. “My ultimate goal is 
to ensure that this hotel be-
comes a top choice for both 
leisure and business travellers 
visiting the area by delivering 
outstanding customer service 
and amenities.” 

Farouk is bringing more than 
25 years of Hilton experience 
across Egypt and different GCC 
countries to this upcoming 
Hilton hotel. Farouk is also an 
active part of the community 

and volunteers for local organ-
ization and charities, keeping 
in line with Hilton’s overall 
service culture and giving back 
philosophy.

Harbour Heights receives best 
residential high-rise award
GFH Properties’ prime real estate asset named Bahrain’s Best Residential High-
Rise Development at the Africa & Arabia Property Awards 2021-2022
TDT | Manama

GFH Properties’  prime 
real estate asset Harbour 
Heights was yesterday 

named Bahrain’s best residen-
tial high-rise development at 
the Africa and Arabia Property 
Awards 2021-2022.

Spread over 35,900 sqm, the 
three towers that make up Har-
bour Heights are positioned at 
the heart of Bahrain Financial 
Harbour, featuring a built-up 
area of more than 250,000 sqm.

GFH Properties’ trio of towers 
is part of its ongoing strategy 
to build a diverse portfolio of 
international, high-quality real 
estate assets, including new ac-
quisitions of prime properties in 
strategic geographies.

“Harbour Heights is the jew-
el of our property portfolio, 
and we are very proud that it 
has been recognised by one of 
the region’s most prestigious 
and well-established property 
award programmes. Our flag-
ship residential destination has 
huge potential and reflects GFH 
Properties’ strategy in the real 
estate sector. As a group, we 
favour resilient investments in 
assets that are positioned for 
significant growth,” said Ahmed 
Khalfan, Head of Marketing of 
GFH Properties.

“With some of the tallest 
towers in the country, Harbour 
Heights provides a world-class 
destination for people with the 

desire to live a luxuirous urban 
lifestyle. Despite the pandem-
ic, the prime residential spot is 
demonstrating continued signif-
icant demand with a significant 
portion of units occupied. A 
true architectural icon, Harbour 
Heights will not only continue 
to be a property benchmark for 
the Arab region, but a long-term 
home for hundreds of nationals 
and expats.”     

Judged by an independent 
panel of over 80 industry ex-
perts focusing on design, qual-
ity, service, innovation, origi-
nality, and commitment to sus-
tainability, the Africa & Arabia 
Property Awards recognise the 
best properties in the region 
across 45 categories.

The judging panel is chaired 
by Lord Caithness, Lord Best, 
and Lord Waverley, members 

of the House of Lords in the UK 
Parliament. The top winners in 
each region will automatically 
be entered into the overall in-
ternational awards, culminating 
in an awards ceremony at the 
end of the year. The award pro-
gramme is now in its 28th year. 

My ultimate goal is 
to ensure that this 

hotel becomes a 
top choice for both 

leisure and business 
travellers visiting the 

area by delivering 
outstanding customer 
service and amenities

TAMER FAROUK

We are committed 
to building a future 

that we can all 
trust, and we are 

working closely with 
Keolis-MHI and the 
RTA to ensure the 
highest standards 
of operations and 

maintenance on the 
Dubai Metro

BERNARD ROUX, CEO THALES IN UAE 

Tamer Farouk

Officials of Thales and Keolis-MHI  after signing the agreement

A general view of Harbour Heights

Harbour Heights is the 
jewel of our property 
portfolio, and we are 
very proud that it has 

been recognised by 
one of the region’s 
most prestigious 

and well-established 
property award 

programmes. Our 
flagship residential 

destination has huge 
potential and reflects 

GFH Properties’ 
strategy in the real 

estate sector
AHMED KHALFAN, HEAD OF MARKETING 

OF GFH PROPERTIES

Sameer Nass and Khalid Al Amin during the event
A general view shows the Dubai 
Financial Market
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HISTORY
Nero succeeds Claudius 
as Roman Emperor

Greenwich in London estab-
lished as the universal time 
meridian of longitude

Italy declares war on former 
Axis partner Germany

Copiapó mining accident in Chile 
comes to a happy end as all 33 min-
ers arrive at the surface after surviv-
ing a record 69 days underground

Indian Words in the 
English Language

JOEL INDRUPATI
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Educating girls doesn’t 
just improve lives, it 

transforms societies. The 
UK is a leading supporter 
of girls’ education and 
I will always campaign 
to give every girl around 
the world 12 years of 
quality education. #Day-
OfTheGirl

@BorisJohnson

If #Afghanistan desta-
bilises further impact 

will be felt in whole re-
gion & beyond. Resur-
gence of terrorism, drugs 
& human trafficking is 
serious threat. Need to 
avoid humanitarian ca-
tastrophe. EU will step 
up engagement with @
UN and guarantee tar-
geted support for Afghan 
people.

@eucopresident

Participated in the G20 
Summit on Afghani-

stan. Stressed on prevent-
ing Afghan territory from 
becoming the source of 
radicalisation and ter-
rorism. Also called for 
urgent and unhindered 
humanitarian assistance 
to Afghan citizens and an 
inclusive administration.

@narendramodi

The economy of Af-
ghanistan is break-

ing down. Banks are clos-
ing and essential servic-
es, such as healthcare, 
have been suspended in 
many places. I urge the 
world to take action and 
inject liquidity into the 
Afghan economy to avoid 
collapse.

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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“He saw a great juggernaut of stars form in the sky and 
threaten to roll over and crush him…”. 

These words, in Ray Bradbury’s classic ‘Fahren-
heit 451’ made me think of how Indian words are still embel-
lishing English.

‘Juggernaut’ and ‘wheels’ used together would mean an over-
whelming force of circumstances from which one simply cannot 
escape.

With its origins in Shree Jagannath Temple at Puri, in India’s 
east coast state of Odisha, and in its thousand-year-old annual 
Hindu chariot-festival, the term has achieved immense literary 
significance.

It is an allegorical reference to gigantic temple chariots, be-
lieved to have crushed devotees under large powerful wheels.  
Once the ratha-yathra (chariot-journey) starts, there is no 

stopping it; even if crowds 
of devotees thronged its 
path, and came in its way.

The exaggerated ac-
counts of deaths of dev-
otees under Jagannath’s 
wheels, and the apocry-
phal stories of pilgrims in 
devotional ecstasy throw-
ing themselves onto its 
path hoping to achieve 
moksha (salvation), gave 
rise to the term ‘jugger-
naut wheels’.

In the 1953 dystopian 
novel by Ray Bradbury, I 
could feel the protagonist 
Guy Montague’s emotions 
as he runs wild, as a fugi-
tive, chased by sophisticat-
ed government machinery, 
political and technologi-
cal, unable to escape the 
weighty wheels of inexo-
rable circumstances.

On investigation, I found out that Charles Dickens had used 
the term ‘juggernaut’, much earlier, in ‘The Life and Adventures 
of Martin Chuzzlewit’ published in 1844.

And so did Robert Louis Stevenson in ‘Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde’. 
And even H G Wells, and H W Longfellow.

‘Juggernaut’ is but one simple example, from thousands of 
Indian words and phrases which enrich English literature.

Last year, in 2020, the tenth edition Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary added 26 new Indian English words like ‘dabba’, ‘shaa-
di’, and ‘hartal’ which mean box, marriage, and a protest-march 
respectively.

In 2015, Shashi Tharoor the Indian politician had jokingly said 
in an Oxford Union debate that, during their rule of India, the 
British had looted many things including the word ‘loot’.

And he is right. Hindi words like ‘loot, jungle, bazaar, bungalow, 
tiffin, verandah, shampoo, chutney and gym’ are all commonplace 
in English now.

Etymology lovers might find it interesting to read ‘Hobson-Job-
son’, a dictionary compiled by Colonel Henry Yule and AC Burnell.

The dictionary’s subtitle is: “A glossary of colloquial Anglo-In-
dian words and phrases and of kindred terms etymological, 
historical, geographical and discursive”.

In their work, which consists of over 2000 Anglo-Indian en-
tries, the authors write about a copper coin.

In ancient India, the coin was called a ‘dumree’.  And it was 
common, long before British Raj time, for people in India to say: 
‘No, I won’t give a dumree!’ referring to something of insignif-
icant value.

The English in India apparently shortened ‘damree’ into ‘dam’, 
and it was soon spelt as an already existing word ‘damn’!

‘Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn’. When Rhett Butler says 
this to Scarlett O’Hara, in the movie ‘Gone with the wind’, he 
probably has no idea of the phrase’s Indian connection.

‘Old Blighty’ is Great Britain. A ‘wilaa-yati’ or ‘bilaa-yati’ in 
Hindi and Urdu means ‘a foreigner’. When Indian soldiers of 
the First World War referred to their British counterparts in this 
way, the Britons found it a ‘cushy’ term to use. Yes. ‘Cushy’ too, is 
derived from the Hindi word ‘kushi’ for happiness.

Pyjamas, dungarees, and bandanas in clothing; thugs, dacoits 
and loots in crime; curry, tandoori and chutney in food; avatar, 
karma and nirvana in religion; pundit, guru and mantra in edu-
cation…

There is no stopping the juggernaut wheels of Indian words 
from foraying into the English language. 

(The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of 
the Daily Tribune)

Bolsonaro accused 
of ‘crimes against 
humanity’ at ICC

Reuters | Brasilia

Brazilian President Jair 
Bolsonaro was accused 

yesterday of “crimes against 
humanity” at the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC) 
for his alleged role in the 
destruction of the Amazon, 
the first case seeking to ex-
plicitly link deforestation to 
loss of life.

Planet-warming green-
house gas emissions from 
burning and industrial-scale 
agriculture in the Amazon 
are higher than the total 
annual emissions of Italy 
or Spain. Deforestation in 
the region already releases 
more CO2 than the rest of 
the Amazon can absorb.

11 dead in Philippines storm
AFP | Manila

At least 11 people were killed 
and seven others were 

missing after heavy rain across 
the Philippines flooded villages 
and triggered landslides, au-
thorities said yesterday.

Severe Tropical Storm Kom-
pasu drenched swathes of the 
most populous island of Luzon 
on Monday as it swept across 
the archipelago nation towards 
the South China Sea.

Six people were killed and 
two missing in landslides in 
the landlocked mountainous 
province of Benguet, and one 
person drowned in the province 
of Cagayan, the national disas-
ter agency said.

Four people were killed as 
flash floods hit two towns on the western island of Palawan, 

where five other people are still 
missing, officials added.

The coast guard said its per-
sonnel involved in the rescue 
effort also recovered three 
other bodies in the northern 
province of Ilocos Sur, but the 
disaster agency could not im-
mediately confirm if the deaths 
were related to the storm.

“Eleven municipalities were 
flooded but it subsided this 
morning,” Cagayan provincial 
information officer Rogelio 
Sending told AFP.

Major highways and bridges 
were flooded, he said, but the 
water was retreating yesterday 
as the storm bore down on the 

Asian mainland.
“Around seven to eight ba-

rangays (villages) are still flood-
ed... due to clogged drainage 
or lack of drainage,” said Earl 
Timbancaya, a disaster officer 
in the city of Puerto Princesa 
on Palawan.

“But it’s subsiding now.”
The Philippines is hit by an 

average of 20 storms and ty-
phoons every year, which typi-
cally wipe out harvests, homes 
and infrastructure in already 
impoverished areas.

Because a warmer atmos-
phere holds more water, cli-
mate change increases the risk 
and intensity of flooding from 
extreme rainfall.

North Korea’s Kim says US 
is ‘root cause’ of tensions
Kim Jong Un says US, South Korea threaten peace with arms buildup

• North Korean leader 
says Pyongyang is only 
increasing its military 
as ‘war deterrence’ and 
not to start a conflict

Reuters | Washington

North Korean leader Kim 
Jong has blamed the Unit-
ed States for tensions on 

the peninsula and accused the 
South of hypocrisy, state media 
reported yesterday, as he opened 
an exhibition showcasing his nu-
clear-armed country’s weapons.

The US is the “root cause” of 
instability, he said in an address to 
the “Self-Defence 2021” display, 
according to the official Korean 
Central News Agency.

Pyongyang is under multiple 
international sanctions over its 
banned nuclear weapons and bal-
listic missile programmes, which 
have made rapid progress under 
Kim.

In 2017, it tested missiles that 
can reach the whole of the conti-
nental United States and carried 
out its most powerful nuclear ex-
plosion to date, and Pyongyang 
says it needs its arsenal to protect 
itself against a US invasion.

Analysts say North Korea is 
seeking to normalise its status as 
a nuclear power.

The Biden administration has 
repeatedly stated that it has no 
hostile intent towards Pyongyang, 
but Kim said: “I am very curious if 
there are people or countries who 
believe that.”

“There is no basis in their ac-

tions for believing that it is not 
hostile,” he added, according to 
KCNA, but insisted that the North’s 
weapons were for self-defence 
and not aimed at any particular 
country.

Pictures carried by state media 
showed Kim at the exhibition in 
front of the gigantic intercon-
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) 
revealed at a night-time military 
parade last year.

He was also shown sitting 
smoking with senior officials and 
officers, and huge photo portraits 
of the leader in military uniform 
hung in the exhibition hall.

His address came after North 
Korea in recent weeks tested a 
long-range cruise missile, a train-
launched weapon, and what it 
said was a hypersonic warhead.

In 2018, Kim became the first 
North Korean leader ever to meet 
a sitting US president at the head-
line-grabbing Singapore summit.

But the talks process has been 
largely at a standstill since a sec-
ond meeting in Hanoi the follow-
ing year collapsed over sanctions 
relief and what Pyongyang would 
be willing to give up in return.

The Biden administration has 
said it is willing to meet North Ko-
rean officials at any time or place, 
without preconditions, in its ef-
forts to seek denuclearisation.

Kim’s comments and the show 
itself were intended to justify 
Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile 
programmes as “part of its right to 
self-defence”, said Park Won-gon, 
professor of North Korean Studies 
at Ewha Womans University.

“North Korea held the exhi-
bition on purpose to claim that 
their weapons development pro-
grammes are no different from 
those of other countries,” he said.

Party time 
Washington and Seoul are se-

curity allies and the United States 
stations around 28,500 troops in 
South Korea to defend it against 
its neighbour, which invaded in 
1950.

The South and the United 
States held joint military exercis-
es in August. The wargames al-
ways infuriate Pyongyang, which 
decries them as preparations for 
invasion.

Seoul is itself on a multi-bil-
lion-dollar drive to step up its 
military capabilities, success-
fully testing its first subma-
rine-launched ballistic missile in 
September -- putting South Korea 
among an elite group of nations 
with proven SLBM technology -- 
and revealing a supersonic cruise 
missile.

Last week, Pyongyang and Seoul 
reconnected their cross-border 
hotline in a sign of thawing ties, 
with only a few months left in 
office for South Korea’s pro-en-
gagement President Moon Jae-in.

But Kim accused Seoul of “reck-
less ambition” and a “two-faced, 
illogical” attitude.

239,303,783

4,877,149

216,556,048

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+282,121

+4,583

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 313,259 17,726 264,345 31,188

Saudi 
Arabia

547,704 +55 8,751 +3 536,724 2,229

UAE 738,026 +136 2,115 +1 731,469 4,442

Kuwait 412,121 2,455 409,046 620

Oman 303,999 +21 4,103 +1 299,334 562

Qatar 237,579 +96 607 236,006 966

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 45,327,525 734,801

2 India 34,000,392 451,219

3 Brazil 21,582,738 601,266

4 UK 8,231,437 137,944

5 Russia 7,832,964 218,345

6 Turkey 7,508,975 66,605

7 France 7,063,511 117,150

8 Iran 5,729,785 123,081

9 Argentina 5,266,275 115,491

10 Spain 4,977,448 86,827

11 Colombia 4,973,325 126,655

12 Italy 4,704,318 131,384

13 Germany 4,338,093 95,138

14 Indonesia 4,229,813 142,763
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News in brief 
 u At least 28 people 
died yesterday in western 
Nepal after the bus they 

were on skidded off a mountain road 
and fell hundreds of meters (yards) into 
a gorge, authorities said. The accident in 
the remote and rugged Mugu district also 
left at least 15 injured, local administrator 
Rom Bahadur Mahat said. It is not clear what 
caused the crash or how many passengers 
were on board. Officials feared that the 

death toll could rise as rescue operations were still underway.

 u A probe into the 
catastrophic Beirut port 
explosion was frozen 
yesterday for the second time in less 
than three weeks after two politicians 
wanted for questioning filed a new 
complaint against the lead investigator 
Judge Tarek Bitar. The investigation has 
been facing obstacles since Bitar sought to 
question some of the most powerful people 
in Lebanon on suspicion that they knew 
about the chemicals but did nothing to avert the disaster. Bitar is under enormous 
pressure from groups that have accused his probe of political bias and mounting a 
smear campaign against him.

 u A powerful 
earthquake rattled 
Crete yesterday, causing 

minor damage on the Greek island in 
the Mediterranean, and the tremor was 
felt as far away as Cyprus. There were no 
immediate reports of casualties after the 
magnitude 6.3 tremor, which the Athens 
Geodynamic Institute said was centred at sea 
about 23 km (14 miles) east of the village of 
Zakros in eastern Crete.

 u Greenpeace 
activists protested 
outside the 
headquarters of one of France’s state-owned nuclear 
companies, calling for the country to stop all exporting 
and plans to export its reprocessed uranium to Russia. 
Environmental activists sat in hazmat suits beside dummy 
radioactive waste containers in front of Orano’s offices just 
south of Paris, in a photo Greenpeace shared on Twitter.

 u Opposition 
parties attacked 
Austria’s new 

Chancellor Alexander Schallenberg yesterday over his ties to his 
predecessor Sebastian Kurz, who quit over corruption allegations, while 
activists outside parliament mocked him as Kurz’s puppet. Kurz, 35, quit 
as chancellor under pressure from his junior coalition party, the Greens, after 
prosecutors placed him and nine others including close aides under investigation 
on suspicion of various degrees of bribery, corruption and breach of trust.

Bus crash in rugged Nepal 
district leaves 28 dead

Strong quake rattles Crete, 
minor damage but no casualties

New Austrian leader under fire in 
parliament, mocked as Kurz’s puppet

Beirut blast probe suspended 
as judge issues arrest warrant

Greenpeace protests against 
France’s uranium exports to Russia

15 dead after heavy rain, floods in China coal region

• Heavy rains in 
province known for 
coal mining come 
amid mounting 
concern over energy 
supplies as the country 
heads into winter

Reuters | London

At least 15 people have died 
during unseasonably heavy 

rain and flooding in north Chi-
na’s Shanxi province earlier this 
month, local officials said yes-
terday, after the normally dry 
region received three months’ 
rain in one week.

The flooding hit the coal-rich 
landlocked region during a na-
tionwide energy crunch, and 
after record floods killed more 
than 300 people in central He-
nan province in July.

At least 60 coal mines in the 
province -- one of China’s top 
coal-producing regions -- had 
temporarily closed due to the 
floods, but now all but four have 
returned to normal operation, 
local emergency management 
official Wang Qirui said at a 
press conference.

Wang said around 19,000 
buildings were destroyed by the 
extreme weather, with 18,000 
others “seriously damaged”.

“Fifteen people died due to 
the disaster, and three people 
remain missing,” he added.

At least 1.75 million residents 
across the province have been 
affected by the floods, with 
120,000 safely evacuated, ac-
cording to Wang.

Photos published yester-
day by local state newspaper 
Shanxi Evening News showed 
traffic police carrying school-

children on their backs while 
wading through waist-deep wa-
ter after multiple vehicles got  
trapped.

S h a n x i  r e c e i v e d  m o r e 
than three times the average 
monthly rainfall for October 
in just five days last week, 
with the provincial govern-
ment saying precipitation had 
broken records in multiple  
localities.

Several regions across China 
have been hit by unprecedented 
flooding this year.

Thousands were evacuated 
in the Hubei and Sichuan prov-
inces this summer because of 
torrential rain.

And more than 300 people 
were killed in central China’s 
Henan province last month af-
ter record downpours -- a year’s 
worth of rain in three days.

Experts say freak weather 
events such as heavy floods and 
punishing droughts are becom-
ing increasingly common be-
cause of climate change.

An overflowing Yellow River near the Lianbo Village in Hejin City, northern 
China’s Shanxi Province

Jair BolsonaroRescuers evacuate residents from their homes near a swollen river following 
heavy rains brought about by Tropical Storm Kompasu in Gonzaga town, 
Cagayan province, north of Manila

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, centre, speaks in front of what the North says an 
intercontinental ballistic missile displayed at an exhibition of weapons systems in 
Pyongyang, North Korea

The US has frequently 
signalled it’s not hostile 
to our state, but there is 
no action-based evidence 

to make us believe that 
they are not hostile. 

The US is continuing to 
create tensions in the 
region with its wrong 

judgments and actions
KIM JONG UN

In 2015, Shashi 
Tharoor the Indian 

politician had 
jokingly said in 

an Oxford Union 
debate that, during 
their rule of India, 

the British had 
looted many things 
including the word 

‘loot’.

At least 1.75 million 
residents across the 
province have been 

affected by the floods, 
with 120,000 safely 

evacuated

KNOW WHAT
119.5mm 
was the average rain in 
the province between 

October 2 and 7, according 
to the provincial 

meteorological bureau

The Philippines, an 
archipelago of more 
than 7,600 islands is 

hit by about 20 storms 
or typhoons annually, 
bringing heavy rains 
that trigger deadly 

landslides

KNOW WHAT

Cleric Sadr wins Iraq vote, former PM Maliki close behind
Reuters | London

Shi’ite Muslim cleric Moqtada 
al-Sadr’s party was the biggest 

winner in an Iraqi election on 
Monday, increasing the number 
of seats he holds in parliament, 
according to initial results, offi-
cials and a spokesperson for the 
Sadrist Movement.

Former prime minister Nouri 
al-Maliki looked set to have the 
next largest win among Shi’ite 
parties, initial results showed.

Iraq’s Shi’ite groups have dom-
inated governments and govern-
ment formation since the U.S.-led 
invasion of 2003 that toppled Sun-
ni dictator Saddam Hussein and 
catapulted the Shi’ite majority 

and the Kurds to power.
Sunday’s election was held 

several months early, in re-
sponse to mass protests in 2019 
that toppled a government 
and showed widespread anger 
against political leaders whom 
many Iraqis say have enriched 
themselves at the expense of the  
country.

But a record low turnout sug-
gested that a vote billed as an 
chance to wrest control from the 
ruling elite would do little to dis-
lodge sectarian religious parties 
in power since 2003.

A count based on initial results 
from several provinces plus the 

capital Baghdad, verified by local 
government officials, suggested 
Sadr had won more than 70 seats, 
which if confirmed could give him 
considerable influence in forming 
a government.

However, Sadr’s group is just 
one of several that will have to 
enter negotiations to form a coa-
lition capable of dominating par-
liament and forming an adminis-
tration, a period of jockeying for 
position that may take weeks or 
longer.

Sadr broadcast a live speech 
on state TV claiming victory and 
promising a nationalist govern-
ment free of foreign interference.

Posters are seen of Iraqi Shi’ite cleric Moqtada al-Sadr, his father, the late Grand 
Ayatollah Mohammed Sadiq al-Sadr, and Iraq’s late Shi’ite cleric Mohammed Baqir 
al-Sadr, in the Sadr City district of Baghdad

Sadr has increased his 
power over the Iraqi 

state since coming first 
in the 2018 election 

where his coalition won 
54 seats

KNOW
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KIND WORDS DO NOT COST MUCH. 
YET THEY ACCOMPLISH MUCH
BLAISE PASCAL
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Nero succeeds Claudius 
as Roman Emperor

Greenwich in London estab-
lished as the universal time 
meridian of longitude

Italy declares war on former 
Axis partner Germany

Copiapó mining accident in Chile 
comes to a happy end as all 33 min-
ers arrive at the surface after surviv-
ing a record 69 days underground

Indian Words in the 
English Language
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Educating girls doesn’t 
just improve lives, it 

transforms societies. The 
UK is a leading supporter 
of girls’ education and 
I will always campaign 
to give every girl around 
the world 12 years of 
quality education. #Day-
OfTheGirl

@BorisJohnson

If #Afghanistan desta-
bilises further impact 

will be felt in whole re-
gion & beyond. Resur-
gence of terrorism, drugs 
& human trafficking is 
serious threat. Need to 
avoid humanitarian ca-
tastrophe. EU will step 
up engagement with @
UN and guarantee tar-
geted support for Afghan 
people.

@eucopresident

Participated in the G20 
Summit on Afghani-

stan. Stressed on prevent-
ing Afghan territory from 
becoming the source of 
radicalisation and ter-
rorism. Also called for 
urgent and unhindered 
humanitarian assistance 
to Afghan citizens and an 
inclusive administration.

@narendramodi

The economy of Af-
ghanistan is break-

ing down. Banks are clos-
ing and essential servic-
es, such as healthcare, 
have been suspended in 
many places. I urge the 
world to take action and 
inject liquidity into the 
Afghan economy to avoid 
collapse.

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)

02

“He saw a great juggernaut of stars form in the sky and 
threaten to roll over and crush him…”. 

These words, in Ray Bradbury’s classic ‘Fahren-
heit 451’ made me think of how Indian words are still embel-
lishing English.

‘Juggernaut’ and ‘wheels’ used together would mean an over-
whelming force of circumstances from which one simply cannot 
escape.

With its origins in Shree Jagannath Temple at Puri, in India’s 
east coast state of Odisha, and in its thousand-year-old annual 
Hindu chariot-festival, the term has achieved immense literary 
significance.

It is an allegorical reference to gigantic temple chariots, be-
lieved to have crushed devotees under large powerful wheels.  
Once the ratha-yathra (chariot-journey) starts, there is no 

stopping it; even if crowds 
of devotees thronged its 
path, and came in its way.

The exaggerated ac-
counts of deaths of dev-
otees under Jagannath’s 
wheels, and the apocry-
phal stories of pilgrims in 
devotional ecstasy throw-
ing themselves onto its 
path hoping to achieve 
moksha (salvation), gave 
rise to the term ‘jugger-
naut wheels’.

In the 1953 dystopian 
novel by Ray Bradbury, I 
could feel the protagonist 
Guy Montague’s emotions 
as he runs wild, as a fugi-
tive, chased by sophisticat-
ed government machinery, 
political and technologi-
cal, unable to escape the 
weighty wheels of inexo-
rable circumstances.

On investigation, I found out that Charles Dickens had used 
the term ‘juggernaut’, much earlier, in ‘The Life and Adventures 
of Martin Chuzzlewit’ published in 1844.

And so did Robert Louis Stevenson in ‘Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde’. 
And even H G Wells, and H W Longfellow.

‘Juggernaut’ is but one simple example, from thousands of 
Indian words and phrases which enrich English literature.

Last year, in 2020, the tenth edition Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary added 26 new Indian English words like ‘dabba’, ‘shaa-
di’, and ‘hartal’ which mean box, marriage, and a protest-march 
respectively.

In 2015, Shashi Tharoor the Indian politician had jokingly said 
in an Oxford Union debate that, during their rule of India, the 
British had looted many things including the word ‘loot’.

And he is right. Hindi words like ‘loot, jungle, bazaar, bungalow, 
tiffin, verandah, shampoo, chutney and gym’ are all commonplace 
in English now.

Etymology lovers might find it interesting to read ‘Hobson-Job-
son’, a dictionary compiled by Colonel Henry Yule and AC Burnell.

The dictionary’s subtitle is: “A glossary of colloquial Anglo-In-
dian words and phrases and of kindred terms etymological, 
historical, geographical and discursive”.

In their work, which consists of over 2000 Anglo-Indian en-
tries, the authors write about a copper coin.

In ancient India, the coin was called a ‘dumree’.  And it was 
common, long before British Raj time, for people in India to say: 
‘No, I won’t give a dumree!’ referring to something of insignif-
icant value.

The English in India apparently shortened ‘damree’ into ‘dam’, 
and it was soon spelt as an already existing word ‘damn’!

‘Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn’. When Rhett Butler says 
this to Scarlett O’Hara, in the movie ‘Gone with the wind’, he 
probably has no idea of the phrase’s Indian connection.

‘Old Blighty’ is Great Britain. A ‘wilaa-yati’ or ‘bilaa-yati’ in 
Hindi and Urdu means ‘a foreigner’. When Indian soldiers of 
the First World War referred to their British counterparts in this 
way, the Britons found it a ‘cushy’ term to use. Yes. ‘Cushy’ too, is 
derived from the Hindi word ‘kushi’ for happiness.

Pyjamas, dungarees, and bandanas in clothing; thugs, dacoits 
and loots in crime; curry, tandoori and chutney in food; avatar, 
karma and nirvana in religion; pundit, guru and mantra in edu-
cation…

There is no stopping the juggernaut wheels of Indian words 
from foraying into the English language. 

(The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of 
the Daily Tribune)

Bolsonaro accused 
of ‘crimes against 
humanity’ at ICC

Reuters | Brasilia

Brazilian President Jair 
Bolsonaro was accused 

yesterday of “crimes against 
humanity” at the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC) 
for his alleged role in the 
destruction of the Amazon, 
the first case seeking to ex-
plicitly link deforestation to 
loss of life.

Planet-warming green-
house gas emissions from 
burning and industrial-scale 
agriculture in the Amazon 
are higher than the total 
annual emissions of Italy 
or Spain. Deforestation in 
the region already releases 
more CO2 than the rest of 
the Amazon can absorb.

11 dead in Philippines storm
AFP | Manila

At least 11 people were killed 
and seven others were 

missing after heavy rain across 
the Philippines flooded villages 
and triggered landslides, au-
thorities said yesterday.

Severe Tropical Storm Kom-
pasu drenched swathes of the 
most populous island of Luzon 
on Monday as it swept across 
the archipelago nation towards 
the South China Sea.

Six people were killed and 
two missing in landslides in 
the landlocked mountainous 
province of Benguet, and one 
person drowned in the province 
of Cagayan, the national disas-
ter agency said.

Four people were killed as 
flash floods hit two towns on the western island of Palawan, 

where five other people are still 
missing, officials added.

The coast guard said its per-
sonnel involved in the rescue 
effort also recovered three 
other bodies in the northern 
province of Ilocos Sur, but the 
disaster agency could not im-
mediately confirm if the deaths 
were related to the storm.

“Eleven municipalities were 
flooded but it subsided this 
morning,” Cagayan provincial 
information officer Rogelio 
Sending told AFP.

Major highways and bridges 
were flooded, he said, but the 
water was retreating yesterday 
as the storm bore down on the 

Asian mainland.
“Around seven to eight ba-

rangays (villages) are still flood-
ed... due to clogged drainage 
or lack of drainage,” said Earl 
Timbancaya, a disaster officer 
in the city of Puerto Princesa 
on Palawan.

“But it’s subsiding now.”
The Philippines is hit by an 

average of 20 storms and ty-
phoons every year, which typi-
cally wipe out harvests, homes 
and infrastructure in already 
impoverished areas.

Because a warmer atmos-
phere holds more water, cli-
mate change increases the risk 
and intensity of flooding from 
extreme rainfall.

North Korea’s Kim says US 
is ‘root cause’ of tensions
Kim Jong Un says US, South Korea threaten peace with arms buildup

• North Korean leader 
says Pyongyang is only 
increasing its military 
as ‘war deterrence’ and 
not to start a conflict

Reuters | Washington

North Korean leader Kim 
Jong has blamed the Unit-
ed States for tensions on 

the peninsula and accused the 
South of hypocrisy, state media 
reported yesterday, as he opened 
an exhibition showcasing his nu-
clear-armed country’s weapons.

The US is the “root cause” of 
instability, he said in an address to 
the “Self-Defence 2021” display, 
according to the official Korean 
Central News Agency.

Pyongyang is under multiple 
international sanctions over its 
banned nuclear weapons and bal-
listic missile programmes, which 
have made rapid progress under 
Kim.

In 2017, it tested missiles that 
can reach the whole of the conti-
nental United States and carried 
out its most powerful nuclear ex-
plosion to date, and Pyongyang 
says it needs its arsenal to protect 
itself against a US invasion.

Analysts say North Korea is 
seeking to normalise its status as 
a nuclear power.

The Biden administration has 
repeatedly stated that it has no 
hostile intent towards Pyongyang, 
but Kim said: “I am very curious if 
there are people or countries who 
believe that.”

“There is no basis in their ac-

tions for believing that it is not 
hostile,” he added, according to 
KCNA, but insisted that the North’s 
weapons were for self-defence 
and not aimed at any particular 
country.

Pictures carried by state media 
showed Kim at the exhibition in 
front of the gigantic intercon-
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) 
revealed at a night-time military 
parade last year.

He was also shown sitting 
smoking with senior officials and 
officers, and huge photo portraits 
of the leader in military uniform 
hung in the exhibition hall.

His address came after North 
Korea in recent weeks tested a 
long-range cruise missile, a train-
launched weapon, and what it 
said was a hypersonic warhead.

In 2018, Kim became the first 
North Korean leader ever to meet 
a sitting US president at the head-
line-grabbing Singapore summit.

But the talks process has been 
largely at a standstill since a sec-
ond meeting in Hanoi the follow-
ing year collapsed over sanctions 
relief and what Pyongyang would 
be willing to give up in return.

The Biden administration has 
said it is willing to meet North Ko-
rean officials at any time or place, 
without preconditions, in its ef-
forts to seek denuclearisation.

Kim’s comments and the show 
itself were intended to justify 
Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile 
programmes as “part of its right to 
self-defence”, said Park Won-gon, 
professor of North Korean Studies 
at Ewha Womans University.

“North Korea held the exhi-
bition on purpose to claim that 
their weapons development pro-
grammes are no different from 
those of other countries,” he said.

Party time 
Washington and Seoul are se-

curity allies and the United States 
stations around 28,500 troops in 
South Korea to defend it against 
its neighbour, which invaded in 
1950.

The South and the United 
States held joint military exercis-
es in August. The wargames al-
ways infuriate Pyongyang, which 
decries them as preparations for 
invasion.

Seoul is itself on a multi-bil-
lion-dollar drive to step up its 
military capabilities, success-
fully testing its first subma-
rine-launched ballistic missile in 
September -- putting South Korea 
among an elite group of nations 
with proven SLBM technology -- 
and revealing a supersonic cruise 
missile.

Last week, Pyongyang and Seoul 
reconnected their cross-border 
hotline in a sign of thawing ties, 
with only a few months left in 
office for South Korea’s pro-en-
gagement President Moon Jae-in.

But Kim accused Seoul of “reck-
less ambition” and a “two-faced, 
illogical” attitude.

239,303,783

4,877,149

216,556,048

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+282,121

+4,583

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 313,259 17,726 264,345 31,188

Saudi 
Arabia

547,704 +55 8,751 +3 536,724 2,229

UAE 738,026 +136 2,115 +1 731,469 4,442

Kuwait 412,121 2,455 409,046 620

Oman 303,999 +21 4,103 +1 299,334 562

Qatar 237,579 +96 607 236,006 966

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 45,327,525 734,801

2 India 34,000,392 451,219

3 Brazil 21,582,738 601,266

4 UK 8,231,437 137,944

5 Russia 7,832,964 218,345

6 Turkey 7,508,975 66,605

7 France 7,063,511 117,150

8 Iran 5,729,785 123,081

9 Argentina 5,266,275 115,491

10 Spain 4,977,448 86,827

11 Colombia 4,973,325 126,655

12 Italy 4,704,318 131,384

13 Germany 4,338,093 95,138

14 Indonesia 4,229,813 142,763
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News in brief 
 u At least 28 people 
died yesterday in western 
Nepal after the bus they 

were on skidded off a mountain road 
and fell hundreds of meters (yards) into 
a gorge, authorities said. The accident in 
the remote and rugged Mugu district also 
left at least 15 injured, local administrator 
Rom Bahadur Mahat said. It is not clear what 
caused the crash or how many passengers 
were on board. Officials feared that the 

death toll could rise as rescue operations were still underway.

 u A probe into the 
catastrophic Beirut port 
explosion was frozen 
yesterday for the second time in less 
than three weeks after two politicians 
wanted for questioning filed a new 
complaint against the lead investigator 
Judge Tarek Bitar. The investigation has 
been facing obstacles since Bitar sought to 
question some of the most powerful people 
in Lebanon on suspicion that they knew 
about the chemicals but did nothing to avert the disaster. Bitar is under enormous 
pressure from groups that have accused his probe of political bias and mounting a 
smear campaign against him.

 u A powerful 
earthquake rattled 
Crete yesterday, causing 

minor damage on the Greek island in 
the Mediterranean, and the tremor was 
felt as far away as Cyprus. There were no 
immediate reports of casualties after the 
magnitude 6.3 tremor, which the Athens 
Geodynamic Institute said was centred at sea 
about 23 km (14 miles) east of the village of 
Zakros in eastern Crete.

 u Greenpeace 
activists protested 
outside the 
headquarters of one of France’s state-owned nuclear 
companies, calling for the country to stop all exporting 
and plans to export its reprocessed uranium to Russia. 
Environmental activists sat in hazmat suits beside dummy 
radioactive waste containers in front of Orano’s offices just 
south of Paris, in a photo Greenpeace shared on Twitter.

 u Opposition 
parties attacked 
Austria’s new 

Chancellor Alexander Schallenberg yesterday over his ties to his 
predecessor Sebastian Kurz, who quit over corruption allegations, while 
activists outside parliament mocked him as Kurz’s puppet. Kurz, 35, quit 
as chancellor under pressure from his junior coalition party, the Greens, after 
prosecutors placed him and nine others including close aides under investigation 
on suspicion of various degrees of bribery, corruption and breach of trust.

Bus crash in rugged Nepal 
district leaves 28 dead

Strong quake rattles Crete, 
minor damage but no casualties

New Austrian leader under fire in 
parliament, mocked as Kurz’s puppet

Beirut blast probe suspended 
as judge issues arrest warrant

Greenpeace protests against 
France’s uranium exports to Russia

15 dead after heavy rain, floods in China coal region

• Heavy rains in 
province known for 
coal mining come 
amid mounting 
concern over energy 
supplies as the country 
heads into winter

Reuters | London

At least 15 people have died 
during unseasonably heavy 

rain and flooding in north Chi-
na’s Shanxi province earlier this 
month, local officials said yes-
terday, after the normally dry 
region received three months’ 
rain in one week.

The flooding hit the coal-rich 
landlocked region during a na-
tionwide energy crunch, and 
after record floods killed more 
than 300 people in central He-
nan province in July.

At least 60 coal mines in the 
province -- one of China’s top 
coal-producing regions -- had 
temporarily closed due to the 
floods, but now all but four have 
returned to normal operation, 
local emergency management 
official Wang Qirui said at a 
press conference.

Wang said around 19,000 
buildings were destroyed by the 
extreme weather, with 18,000 
others “seriously damaged”.

“Fifteen people died due to 
the disaster, and three people 
remain missing,” he added.

At least 1.75 million residents 
across the province have been 
affected by the floods, with 
120,000 safely evacuated, ac-
cording to Wang.

Photos published yester-
day by local state newspaper 
Shanxi Evening News showed 
traffic police carrying school-

children on their backs while 
wading through waist-deep wa-
ter after multiple vehicles got  
trapped.

S h a n x i  r e c e i v e d  m o r e 
than three times the average 
monthly rainfall for October 
in just five days last week, 
with the provincial govern-
ment saying precipitation had 
broken records in multiple  
localities.

Several regions across China 
have been hit by unprecedented 
flooding this year.

Thousands were evacuated 
in the Hubei and Sichuan prov-
inces this summer because of 
torrential rain.

And more than 300 people 
were killed in central China’s 
Henan province last month af-
ter record downpours -- a year’s 
worth of rain in three days.

Experts say freak weather 
events such as heavy floods and 
punishing droughts are becom-
ing increasingly common be-
cause of climate change.

An overflowing Yellow River near the Lianbo Village in Hejin City, northern 
China’s Shanxi Province

Jair BolsonaroRescuers evacuate residents from their homes near a swollen river following 
heavy rains brought about by Tropical Storm Kompasu in Gonzaga town, 
Cagayan province, north of Manila

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, centre, speaks in front of what the North says an 
intercontinental ballistic missile displayed at an exhibition of weapons systems in 
Pyongyang, North Korea

The US has frequently 
signalled it’s not hostile 
to our state, but there is 
no action-based evidence 

to make us believe that 
they are not hostile. 

The US is continuing to 
create tensions in the 
region with its wrong 

judgments and actions
KIM JONG UN

In 2015, Shashi 
Tharoor the Indian 

politician had 
jokingly said in 

an Oxford Union 
debate that, during 
their rule of India, 

the British had 
looted many things 
including the word 

‘loot’.

At least 1.75 million 
residents across the 
province have been 

affected by the floods, 
with 120,000 safely 

evacuated

KNOW WHAT
119.5mm 
was the average rain in 
the province between 

October 2 and 7, according 
to the provincial 

meteorological bureau

The Philippines, an 
archipelago of more 
than 7,600 islands is 

hit by about 20 storms 
or typhoons annually, 
bringing heavy rains 
that trigger deadly 

landslides

KNOW WHAT

Cleric Sadr wins Iraq vote, former PM Maliki close behind
Reuters | London

Shi’ite Muslim cleric Moqtada 
al-Sadr’s party was the biggest 

winner in an Iraqi election on 
Monday, increasing the number 
of seats he holds in parliament, 
according to initial results, offi-
cials and a spokesperson for the 
Sadrist Movement.

Former prime minister Nouri 
al-Maliki looked set to have the 
next largest win among Shi’ite 
parties, initial results showed.

Iraq’s Shi’ite groups have dom-
inated governments and govern-
ment formation since the U.S.-led 
invasion of 2003 that toppled Sun-
ni dictator Saddam Hussein and 
catapulted the Shi’ite majority 

and the Kurds to power.
Sunday’s election was held 

several months early, in re-
sponse to mass protests in 2019 
that toppled a government 
and showed widespread anger 
against political leaders whom 
many Iraqis say have enriched 
themselves at the expense of the  
country.

But a record low turnout sug-
gested that a vote billed as an 
chance to wrest control from the 
ruling elite would do little to dis-
lodge sectarian religious parties 
in power since 2003.

A count based on initial results 
from several provinces plus the 

capital Baghdad, verified by local 
government officials, suggested 
Sadr had won more than 70 seats, 
which if confirmed could give him 
considerable influence in forming 
a government.

However, Sadr’s group is just 
one of several that will have to 
enter negotiations to form a coa-
lition capable of dominating par-
liament and forming an adminis-
tration, a period of jockeying for 
position that may take weeks or 
longer.

Sadr broadcast a live speech 
on state TV claiming victory and 
promising a nationalist govern-
ment free of foreign interference.

Posters are seen of Iraqi Shi’ite cleric Moqtada al-Sadr, his father, the late Grand 
Ayatollah Mohammed Sadiq al-Sadr, and Iraq’s late Shi’ite cleric Mohammed Baqir 
al-Sadr, in the Sadr City district of Baghdad

Sadr has increased his 
power over the Iraqi 

state since coming first 
in the 2018 election 

where his coalition won 
54 seats
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BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@YAHOO.
COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@YAHOO.
COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17874941  or  BISCONWLL@YAHOO.
COM
QUICK ZEBRA SERVICES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  hrd@
dreamgroup.bh
Ever Fine Trading W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17227206  or  
GEEPASBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
MAQ Marine Services has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36266658  or  
MAQMARINE@GMAIL.COM
QUICK ZEBRA SERVICES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  hrd@
dreamgroup.bh
Mcdonalds W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17220000  or  HR@
FAKHRO.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  or  
hderazi@aradouscm.com
FADHEL ALI ABDULWAHAB ALTAWEEL 
( KHOKHA - 2060 ) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17736403  or  
AYYS1976@HOTMAIL.COM
DEEKO BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MACHINE OPERATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17458999  or  
hr.recruitment@deekobahrain.com
Danway Electrical & Mechanical Engineering 
L.L.C has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17297600  or  danbahrain@
danwayeme.com
Reea Alard Construction has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).
GENERAL , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33277005  or  ALEKRI1961@GMAIL.
COM
HESTON INTERNATIONAL COMPNAY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(PROJECT) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17537742  or  Recruitment.bh@heston.net
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
Al hallaq gate for Construction of buildings 
company bahraini pa has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17555536  or  INFO@
ALHALLAQ.COM
Delmon Optic and Hearing Aid W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17294171  or  bader.khalaf@delmonoptic.com
GULF TECHNICAL ZONE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34668999  or  
TUFAIL@TECHNOGROUP.CO
Alsalam laundary has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37366060  or  
ABDULLAWAHEED92@GMAIL.COM
WALKMAN CLEANING COMPANY - 
PARTNERSHIP has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13691113  or  
SABT001@LIVE.COM
ZOYA AND TUBA SERVICES CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34561904  or  BREEZESTARBH@
GMAIL.COM
Al Hekma International School Company 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17620820  or  AHIMS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
NEW LINE MARKETING PROMOTION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39411920  or  KAMBOHMART02@
GMAIL.COM
SH BAWA REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36922065  or  SATWINDERDAS22@GMAIL.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  or  
hderazi@aradouscm.com
KFC KENTUCKY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262998  or  
ssaleh@americana-food.com

ORIAN CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17280049  or  
ORIANCONTRACTING88@GMAIL.COM
ZOYA AND TUBA SERVICES CO W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34561904  or  ZANDTSERVICESBH@GMAIL.
COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
Bahrain Swedish Art wood Production 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17715992  or  hicpak@gmail.com
Tangier Contracting Est. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533778  or  
TANGERBH@YAHOO.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 13300444  or  
HROFFICER@AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
TAQI MOHAMMED ALBAHARNA TRADING 
.EST has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17814666  or  
Masooma.alaraibi@continental-grp.com
PARS PALACE LUBRICANTS CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38803735  or  PARSCOBAHRAIN@GMAIL.
COM
AL SEKHA CONSTRACTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  STEEL FABRICATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17211432  or  anandgk77@gmail.com
Alsheryas Mens Tailoring has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34317424  or  HWAY_
ANTA_6@HOTMAIL.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 13300444  or  
HROFFICER@AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
AL-AHLIA CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17737000  or  h.s.m1111@gmail.com
THE RITZ - CARLTON BAHRAIN HOTEL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SERVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17586900  or  
RASHA.GHOUL@RITZCARLTON.COM
Noor Taiba Building Materials WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
FOR BUILDING MAINTENANCE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33442160  or  
E_ELGNDY@HOTMAIL.COM
Secure Me W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17749697  or  
secure.me@live.com
ALJAZEERA SHIPPING CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17728837  or  ALMELAHA@AJSCO.COM
DANAT AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17300257  or  
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17268111  or  HRD1@MACBH.COM
Asdal Gulf Inn W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17564033  or  ABBAS.
FARDAN@ASDALGULFINN.COM
SADEQ ALI ABDULAZIZ  / ALDAYRANI 3 
- 10580 has a vacancy for the occupation of  
OFFICE HELPER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 35519506  or  ALISADIQ799@
GMAIL.COM
TBSGCC W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66666737  or  
khalid@tbsgcc.com
Almufeed Electrical Services Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OPERATOR(EXCAVATION MACHINE) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17677784  or  almufeedelectricalwll@gmail.com
SH BAWA REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36922065  or  
SATWINDERDAS22@GMAIL.COM
AMEERA HAMEED ABUL MOHAMED has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34128860  or  
AMEERABH144@GMAIL.COM
VICTORY SMITERY & WELDING 
FABRICATION has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17470558  or  BAHCDA2011@GMAIL.COM
WEST CITY TRADING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39649749  or  ABDULLA.
BUDAHOOM@GMAIL.COM
REGINA CONSTRUCTION . has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39267838  or  
alivirk101@gmail.com
OHM TECHNICAL  SERVICES CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34599447  or  SREEMONMAVELIKKARA@
GMAIL.COM
DEEKO BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN 

, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17458999  or  hr.recruitment@deekobahrain.com
FAHAD ALKHALEEJ CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34188431  or  
LOORD211@HOTMAIL.COM
CHARCOAL GOURMET BURGER SNACK W L 
L has a vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36020031  or  GOURMETBURGERBAH@
GMAIL.COM
New Green Cleaning Services Co - Bahraini 
Partnership Company has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33031270  or  
greenservicesbh@gmail.com
FASS MARKET has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17206644  or  ABDU11@HOTMAIL.COM
ELITE RESORT AND SPA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17558214  or  NAMDAR@
ELITEGROUPHOTELS.COM
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17783886  or  
info@batsco.net
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
ABDULRAHMAN EBRAHIM ALMOOSA 
CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PIPEFITTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17531235  or  GALIBALMOOSA@
YAHOO.COM
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17713000  or  
hussain.abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.com
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & ENGINEERING 
SERVI has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17729935  or  AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
ABDULRAHMAN EBRAHIM ALMOOSA CO. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17531235  or  GALIBALMOOSA@
YAHOO.COM
Secure Me W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17749697  or  
secure.me@live.com
Jasco CONTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17290028  or  
ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17268111  or  
HRD1@macbh.com
Asdal Gulf Inn W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17564033  or  ABBAS.
FARDAN@ASDALGULFINN.COM
ALFASEL CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39461969  or  
TARIQRAMZAN4@GMAIL.COM
ALSHABAKA PROPERTIES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WATCHMAN / GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39445599  or  HRAMEERI@AMEERI.COM.BH
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17268111  or  
HRD1@MACBH.COM
ABDULHADI JAFFAR ALI ABEDALI / ALTAIR 
ALMUHAJER has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39833841  or  ABDULHADIJAFFARALI@
GMAIL.COM
Hertel W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36633899  or  MOHAMMED.QASSIM@
HERTEL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17245222  
or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers w. l. l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717730  or  ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
First Choice Cleaning Services Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36491411  or  MURTAZAWALI100@GMAIL.COM
Arterior Interior Design And Trading 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER(FURNITURE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32111402  or  arteriordc@
GMAIL.COM
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17822218  or  INFO@CIRCLE.BH
ABDULNABI ABDULLA JUMA   HASAN 
(113541) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39033735  or  MWEELJAMAL@GMAIL.COM
Cool Zone Services W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33874011  or  FASSIMALIK25@GMAIL.COM
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17713000  or  hussain.abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.
com
Elegant Leo contracting has a vacancy for the 

occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39591551  or  E.LEO.
BH@GMAIL.COM
SULTANAH SCRAP Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33122600  or  
SULTANAHWLL@GMAIL.COM
GODADDY COOL CAFE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33119292  or  
BAHRAINSAJAN@GMAIL.COM
KALAVARA RESTAURANT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17668367  or  BAHRAINSAJAN@GMAIL.COM
JUICE BARREL W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17645777  or  FGROUP.
BH@GMAIL.COM
MYSORE CAFE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39666483  or  
SAFFAF80@GMAIL.COM
Algihaz Contracting Co. - Foreign Branch 
Company has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER (PROJECT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17401063  or  HR@
ALGIHAZ.COM
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MACHINE OPERATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722333  or  info@alghanah.com
ERA CONSTRUCTION WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17500331  or  
ERAPROJECTS@BATELCO.COM.BH
Jannaty Bahrain Food Industries Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(OPERATIONS) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 66716677  or  jamil.h@jannaty.co
DREAMMAN  COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33660507  or  
SUJITH686633@YAHOO.CO.IN
KHAIBAR PK GENERAL TRADING EST has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33799310  or  RAHMATAMAIN9@GMAIL.COM
MARRIOTT EXECUTIVE APARTMENTS 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
HOUSEKEEPER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17790090  or  ITICO@BATELCO.
COM
FLUID TECH TRADING EST has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17623583  or  
FLUIDTECHBH@GMAIL.COM
FOOD JUNCTION RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17212216  or  KAMAL66@BATELCO.COM.BH
BUROOJ PHONE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17422800  or  
ABOOOTY@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED CONSTRUCTION 
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17343953  or  A.ALSAYED_1988@
HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED CONSTRUCTION 
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY TRUCK) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343953  or  
A.ALSAYED_1988@HOTMAIL.COM
West Eagles Trading Company W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33274111  or  A33274111@GMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED CONSTRUCTION 
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY TRUCK) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343953  or  
A.ALSAYED_1988@HOTMAIL.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers w. l. l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CASHIER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717730  or  ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers w. l. l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17717730  or  ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
Asdal Gulf Inn W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RESTAURANT 
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17564033  or  ABBAS.FARDAN@
ASDALGULFINN.COM
DILIGENT REAL ESTATE CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35581314  or  DILIGENTWLL@OUTLOOK.COM
ABLE CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39275734  or  
M-RAHMA@HOTMAIL.COM
TANDOORI CHAI CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33311247  or  
AMIR.ALNIAZI@GMAIL.COM
ADAM BROSTED & SHAWARMA has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17555221  or  PAINTPLUS@HOTMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Private lane fashion has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36779993  or  
sami999amr@gmail.com

ALWADYAN GROCERY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33664787  or  
AMROGULFYY@HOTMAIL.COM
Golden MOP CLEANING SERVICES has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37282426  or  ALLULU.HUSSAIN@GMAIL.
COM
FOLK CULTURE FOR STUDIES AND 
RESEARCHS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STORE MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400088  or  
AKHALIFA44@HOTMAIL.COM
NAWAF JASIM MOHAMED ALKOWARI ( 
THARWAT ALJWAI / 9161 ( has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  FISHERMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33399331  or  
NAWAFALKUWARI@GMAIL.COM
First Choice Cleaning Services Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36491411  or  MURTAZAWALI100@
GMAIL.COM
CAR XPERTZ CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38277535  or  
SALMAN3ALI.66@GMAIL.COM
ABDULHADI JAFFAR ALI ABEDALI / 
ALTAIR ALMUHAJER has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39833841  or  
ABDULHADIJAFFARALI@GMAIL.COM
RASCO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34523450  or  
PMAFSAL007@GMAIL.COM
M S INTERIOR W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38554639  or  
MS8571933@GMAIL.COM
CAREER LINK CONSULTANCY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33343567  or  CAREERLINKBH@GMAIL.COM
BAB ALWAQF FARM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39452270  or  JASMI2@
HOTMAIL.COM
BRIGHT WHITE LAUNDRY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LAUNDERER/
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17610103  or  ABBAS@
DREAMHOUSE-GCC.COM
First Choice Cleaning Services Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36491411  or  MURTAZAWALI100@
GMAIL.COM
GOOD HOPE MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33285120  or  
SREESHMADHAV1@GMAIL.COM
AL-AHLIA CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17737000  or  h.s.m1111@gmail.com
Alnosaif Contracting & Excavation Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  SAFETY 
& SECURITY OFFICER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17590078  or  HANI.
ALNOSAIF@GMAIL.COM
Al dar almumayazah carpentry has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39461944  or  
DAR.MUMAYAZAH@GMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
AL ESTIQAMA DOCUMENT CLEARANCE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17763658  or  DANA-2003@LIVE.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
AL QAISAR AUTO SPARE PARTS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39205557  or  JIIFF4@GMAIL.COM
NASSER GOLDSMITH WORKSHOP has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17244435  or  ABDULNABIALSARRAJ@
GMAIL.COM
ABDULHADI JAFFAR ALI ABEDALI / 
ALTAIR ALMUHAJER has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39833841  or  
ABDULHADIJAFFARALI@GMAIL.COM
LIFETIME CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33704145  or  
BAHRAIN4145@GMAIL.COM
EMBOSS PRINTING SERVICES W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 66336760  or  IMPACTMARKETING.
ADV@GMAIL.COM
ABDULHADI JAFFAR ALI ABEDALI / 
ALTAIR ALMUHAJER has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39833841  or  
ABDULHADIJAFFARALI@GMAIL.COM
BIRIYANI CORNER RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 

77668636  or  EKD434@GMAIL.COM
M S INTERIOR W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38554639  or  
MS8571933@GMAIL.COM
NABA LAUNDRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33322940  or  
HUSSAINKHADEM223@GMAIL.COM
ADVANCED Cleaning Services W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33089162  or  info@AISOLCO.COM
TATWAN FOR RESTAURANT & COFFEE 
SHOP MANAGEMENT CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33001198  or  
STYLECAFE_FASTFOODRESTAURANT@
YAHOO.COM
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
HASAN ALI HUSSAIN EBRAHIM ALMEHRI 
/ ABDULHALIM 3362 has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39846654  or  HASAN.
ALMEHRI@CUSTOMS.GOV.BH
I DO CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).
GENERAL , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 38836660  or  info@danatbh.com
CITY LAND RESTAURANT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33332444  or  GREENTREEBH@GMAIL.COM
WONDERFUL ALUMINUM has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36622902  or  
WONDERFULALUMINUM@GMAIL.COM
LIFE SHIN CLEANING BUILDING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13633413  or  MEENAMOHAMMED996@
GMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
GARDENER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
ALSALAM FURNITURE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17830078  or  
KANAKARAJ.PK@HORIZONINTLGROUP.COM
ALHASSANAIN B.S.C CLOSED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17559999  or  
JAAFAR@ALHASSANAINCO.COM
PAN ARAB MARKETING & AGENT COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17514166  or  ABUNAJID@GMAIL.COM
303SECURE SHIELD W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY MAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727676  or  
AQEEL@BASMA.COM.BH
AZYAJ TALORING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39229192  or  
AZYAJ2007@HOTMAIL.COM
MC 6 CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17402050  or  
hrheadoffice@mcsix.me
Lauwal Restaurant has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17296399  or  W.CD@HOTMAIL.COM
NORTH AIR CONDITIONING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36699894  or  
NORTHAIRCONDITIONING@GMAIL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
NATIONAL EXCAVATING EST. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17621168  or  NEEWLL@BATELCO.COM.BH
Cut and color salon for ladies has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39800990  or  
ABUHATAM2001@YAHOO.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
ELITE SEEF RESIDENCE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SHIFT LEADER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17313372  or  
NAMDAR@ELITEGROUPHOTELS.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PIPE-FITTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17822218  or  INFO@CIRCLE.BH
AFAAQ ALKALIJ EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
EQUIPMENTS RENNTAL BSC closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877246  or  ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.
COM
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ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  or  
info@alghanah.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17624116  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
Eastern Asphalt & Mixed Concrete Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17252078  or  S.RADHI@EAMCO.BH
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
GULF TECHNICAL ZONE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34668999  or  
TUFAIL@TECHNOGROUP.CO
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
MIGNAS JEWELLERS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MANAGER (ACCOUNTS AND 
FINANCE) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17210921  or  BHASKARSHANTILAL@
GMAIL.COM
ALTAWFEEK MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17786828  or  YASMEEN@
ALTAWFEEK.NET
ELITE TECHNOLOGIES MIDDLE EAST W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  SYSTEMS 
ADMINISTRATION , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17749111  or  info@
elitetechno.com
AL FAISAL GAS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38384115  or  
AYUBIAN99@HOTMAIL.COM
ALDOY CONTRACTINGS & EXCAVATIONS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33990991  or  MDASALDOY@GMAIL.
COM
Shanti sagar restaurant has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38888138  or  
Sayed.mahdi@me.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17729935  or  AHMED@
PANORAMABH.COM
HARDSCAPE CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39055666  or  
roqayacr2007@gmail.com
ALTAWFEEK MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17786828  or  YASMEEN@
ALTAWFEEK.NET
HARDSCAPE CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39055666  or  
roqayacr2007@gmail.com
Al enma house for security services W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36574740  or  admin@enmabh.com
Alqaseer Tailoring Stores has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17291518  or  
ALQASEERTAILORING@GMAIL.COM
ALHAIKI UNIVERSAL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17276776  or  alhayki.
co@outlook.com
Eminent Packaging System Co. - EMPACK 
- W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17831123  or  FAISAL@Empackco.com
ALFASKARAH FASHIONS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17291474  or  
MANUKOTTEKKAL@GMAIL.COM
LULU MAINTENANCE, CLEANING AND 
CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17720648  or  LULUCLEANING@HOTMAIL.
COM
AL DHAIF RESTURANT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(ASSISTANT) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17277074  or  
EBRAHIMWADI@HOTMAIL.COM
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17826660  or  PCCBAH@BATELCO.
COM.BH
CROWN GOLD W.L.L has a vacancy for 

the occupation of  JEWELRY GOLDSMITH 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 37733893
I T C BEVERAGE AND BOTTLING FACTORY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 32144400  or  AAO@SEQAGROUP.
COM
Mexico cleaning and maintenance services 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17550720  or  mexicocleaning@gmail.com
GULF PLASTIC INDUSTRIES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17677757  or  
m.m.c.c@hotmail.com
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17536275  or  BEMCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH
POULLAIDES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
REINFORCED IRON WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17826660  or  
PCCBAH@BATELCO.COM.BH
LOUMAGE HOTEL & SUITES W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER 
(HOTEL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17293232  or  hks-m@hotmail.com
SNA CORNER PLAZA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343980  or  
KMKBRN2@GMAIL.COM
ISA GHAITH GENERAL GARAGE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39455940  or  ISAALGAITH@HOTMAIL.COM
HILTON BESPOKE WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245689  or  HILTEX@
BATELCO.COM.BH
Nafia Trading W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17682892  or  HAMAD.
SH2050@GMAIL.COM
TALHA FOR REPAIR OF REFRIGERATORS 
AND AIR CONDITIONERS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33475426  or  
BB2288BB@HOTMAIL.COM
WE TWO COPY CENTRE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17458191  or  
ABOOOTY@HOTMAIL.COM
MAHDI ALI AHMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35306735  or  
MAHDIALIBH9@GMAIL.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17552722  or  
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
MILANO GATE SPORT ITEMS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33944498  or  
hkbclearance@gmail.com
ENERFLEX MIDDLE EAST W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33667675  or  bshuqair@enerflex.com
DREAMIAL TRADING AND CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PLUMBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38311043  or  
DREAMIAL@OUTLOOK.COM
NAJFU FOR INTERIOR DECORATION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36576122  or  ALOOY20019@GMAIL.COM
MOON STAR MOBILES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17442156  or  
1210HUSSAIN@GMAIL.COM
UMBRELLA SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34561904  or  
UMBREELABH@GMAIL.COM
EWAN ALBAHRAIN FOR CONSTRUCTION 
& RENOVATION CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17255525  or  
AAJA1970@GMAIL.COM
PIZZA HUT has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17262998  or  SSALEH@
AMERICANA.BH
ALEQAL CONSTRUCTION EST has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39900692  or  
thani1955@gmail.com
MAGIC SCISSOR SALOON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HAIR DRESSER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39597310  or  
MOAYED101@HOTMAIL.COM
AFMA services W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39241856  or  KASHKHA.
SPAREPARTS@GMAIL.COM
Kafeteria bait alkebda has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SANDWICHES MAKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33388807  or  
BAITALKEBDA@GMAIL.COM
TRIPLE STAR SERVICES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17251315  or  
HAMADRAJA2005@GMAIL.COM
ALEZZ CONTRACTING & MECHANICAL 
SERVICES CO.W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 

occupation of  WELDER AND FLAME-CUTTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17213003  or  ALEZZCO1@GMAIL.COM
PENIEL STAINLESS STEEL WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39698916  or  
PENIELSTEEL12@GMAIL.COM
Kurmino & Noor Specialized Translation 
Company WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39761244  or  
ELNITAIFA@YAHOO.COM
A - KARIM ALJAHROMI CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17831000  or  AKJCONT@BATELCO.
COM.BH
New Maqdeem Stationery Co. WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39453150  or  BINOY5339@YAHOO.COM
ALDAR ISLAND RESORT CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COORDINATOR(MATERIAL INVENTORY 
CONTROL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17704600  or  info@rih.com.bh
AL AREEN PALACE AND SPA W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CAPTAIN(RESTAURANT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17845000  or  ADNAN.
ASLAM@LPODWATERPARK.COM
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17580708  or  bait.
alawadhi@gmail.com
ALASHOOR EXPRESS CARGO has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66666588  or  
kumail.deals@yahoo.com
BINT AL NOOR DECORATION CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39465120  
or  MARIAM-ALZAYER@HOTMAIL.COM
AL RAFEEQ TOWER EXCAVATION 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
OPERATOR(EXCAVATION MACHINE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39000116  or  
MOSAWI67@HOTMAIL.COM
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17580708  or  bait.
alawadhi@gmail.com
SANTORINI RESTAURANT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WAITER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17745060  or  
SEEMA77.GOV@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN TIRES FACTORY WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17784640  or  
INFO@BATREP.BIZ
Alaa al jazeera for elevators and electrical 
equipments w.l.l has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17297655  or  AAJE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
Taxi Burger has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36444616  or  BUALI.ALWARD@
HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULLA RASHID ALJALAHMA 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ELECTRICIAN(BUILDINGS) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39478431  or  ARJCONST70@GMAIL.COM
STAR LOOK LADIES SALON W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33287850  or  STARLOOK.BH@GMAIL.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PIPEFITTER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17552722  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.
COM.BH
ALBDWI GATE CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33001098  or  
SHAMSAHALBDWI@GMAIL.COM
KARAMI FOODS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39338545  or  hr@
karamicatering.com
OKD ELECTRICAL CONSTRACTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17785394  or  OK.ALDOY@GMAIL.COM
SPICY CAFETERIA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39543523  or  
AYADSHAHIDLATIF@GMAIL.COM
Millerstone services has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33850781  or  
faisal4u2471@gmail.com
GULF TISSUES has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17874730  or  info@gulftissues.com
Sara Naveed Auto Services has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39543523  or  
AYADSHAHIDLATIF@GMAIL.COM
Atlas machinery workshop W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36098070  or  
ATLASMACHINERYWORKSHOP@GMAIL.
COM
SWEET CORN FOODSTUFFS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33289904

BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17255980  or  ADEEBALI@
BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING 
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL FABRICATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17255980  or  
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722333  or  jessica@
alghanah.com
LOTUSE FOOD STUFF EST has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALES AGENT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36585510  or  
LOTUSFOOD@HOTMAIL.COM
CRIB construction has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636333  or  CRIBC.
BH@GMAIL.COM
Almoawdah Const has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17400386  or  INFO@
ALMAWDAH.COM
Ahmed Sharif Holding Group W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
MANAGER (EXC.WHOLESALE & RETAIL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39674145  or  Shahzad@asfbahrain.com
MULTAN SULTAN COMPUTER 
INSTALLATION CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66924438  or  
ZAFARMA4@GMAIL.COM
JAHECON W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER/OPERATOR(EARTH 
DRILLING MACHINE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17244111  or  
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
FOOD CITY WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77325444  or  SALES@
FOODCITYBAHRAIN.COM
BAMBU RESTURANT W L L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17826686  or  
VJBOLOOR@GMAIL.COM
LINGEN FELTER CAR WASH AND 
UPHOLSTERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36630090  or  WALEED.
KAMAL777@GMAIL.COM
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722333  or  jessica@
alghanah.com
JAHECON W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17244111  or  
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
LALCHAND RATANCHAND TARACHAND 
GAJRIA has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WATCHMAN / GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17556979  or  jsatyaj@
gmail.com
RAO B S B CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39045407  or  krishnashrestha0027@gmail.
com
VIBRANT SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY MAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17615858  or  
JALALEBRAHIM@GMAIL.COM
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17213003  or  JAMEEL@AL-FAWZ.COM
AMB TOURISM W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36881283  or  
BAHGOOD@YAHOO.COM
Enable stones W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17611173  or  
enablestones@gmail.com
FISH MARKET W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17710271  or  
MISHAL@ALGHALIA.COM
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17729935  or  AHMED@
PANORAMABH.COM
SADIA JEWELLERY DESIGN has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34346307  or  
SHEHARYAR.YUSUF@GMAIL.COM
ABU HASHIM CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SHOVEL 
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33122449  or  BUHASHIM.CONS@
GMAIL.COM
A - KARIM ALJAHROMI CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17831000  or  
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  AMEER@ALMOAYYEDCG.
COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

COMSIP - AL A'ALI COMPANY W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17773006  or  AURELIEN.CHAUSSY@VINCI-
ENERGIES.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  AMEER@ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  or  
hderazi@aradouscm.com
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  AMEER@ALMOAYYEDCG.
COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17580708  or  bait.
alawadhi@gmail.com
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
LILOU ARTISAN PATISSERIE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17710271  or  hrvp@alghalia.com
AL ABBAR GLASS & ALUMINIUM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17580708  or  bait.
alawadhi@gmail.com
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
Gulf Biotech B.S.C Closed has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  AUDITOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38794199  or  dr.waqar.
mughal@gmail.com
Miracle General Trading has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17877098  or  
SERVICES@MIRACLEGROUPS.COM
ARCAL W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17701900  or  hrd@arcal.biz
AL BADER SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39450562 or 
BADER4444@LIVE.COM
Nidukki Trading Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17456218  or  
OPERATIONS@NIDUKKI.BH
AL-AHLIA CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17737000  or  h.s.m1111@gmail.com
KOOL HERO MAINTENANCE & REPAIR 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38961327  or  
AKBARSHAHSABARSHAH@GMAIL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
Devji & Co. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
APPRAISER(JEWELLERY) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17104751  or  PDEVJI@
DEVJI.COM
ABDULLA RASHID ALJALAHMA 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MASON(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39478431  or  
ARJCONST70@GMAIL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
SWISS-BELSUITES  ADMIRAL  JUFFAIR 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ROOM ATTENDANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17230508  or  
HBADER@RJBADER.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.
COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  AMEER@ALMOAYYEDCG.
COM
BERTO CARGO W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OFFICE HELPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35037312  or  

AKUMAGODWILL2@GMAIL.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245222  or  ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
ARADOUS CONTRACTING AND 
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 69991130  or  
hderazi@aradouscm.com
CITY GLASSES  W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17874492  or  
SAYEDCITY@HOTMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
Almoayyed Solar Co. B.S.C. Closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  FOREMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17705313  or  MA123@ALMOAYYEDINTL.
COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
HAIR CLICK GENTS SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33855464  or  FRLD75@
YAHOO.COM
DEVES GATE CAR WASH MANUAL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39464585  or  YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
TURKI TECH TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39433004  or  
TURKI48878@GMAIL.COM
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722333  or  jessica@
alghanah.com
RECON FABRICATION COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANICAL 
HELPER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17661220  or  MEZMEZLINE@GMAIL.
COM
SOUTH GATE CONSTRUCTION AND 
CLEANING has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 77061717  or  YKHALFAN@GMAIL.
COM
ABDULNABI GHULOOM SHNBAH has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17441000  or  DAYTODAYBH@HOTMAIL.COM
Al Maqsad Contracting and General Trading 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER-CONSTRUCTION-(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17325339  or  ENGAMR332@GMAIL.COM
LULLYA SWEET KARAK BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35109004  or  
RAFIBH1233@GMAIL.COM
ALREDA ALUMINIUM B S C . CLOSED has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  ALUMINIUM 
TECHNICIAN (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17277360  or  aliam@
batelco.com.bh
ALTASAHUL FACTORY FOR GOLD & 
JEWELLERY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262610  or  
tasahulbh@gmail.com
RED MAN BOUTIQUE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39849759  or  
NOORAIN@GMAIL.COM
NOOR ALJINAN SWEETS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38889558  or  
Mmarhoon70@gmail.com
SEA BIRD MECHANICAL AND MARINE 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17273133  or  
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL NAQORA RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33337391  or  
ALSAYEDTAQI@GMAIL.COM
NEW GATEWAY OF DUBAI METAL TRADING 
& FABRICATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33388846  or  
SHAKEELTELECOM@GMAIL.COM
Papper house resturant has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17001056  or  
AYOOBIFM@YAHOO.COM
ALARJOWAN CONSTRUCTION Co.W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17001907  or  arjowanconstruction@yahoo.com
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Tap and Tile International for contracting 
S P C Co has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35581314  or  
NAZZARALI9@GMAIL.COM
Fast & Furious logistics co. w. L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34166900  or  WFATHAR@YAHOO.COM
ARIZ RESTAURANTS COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35969790  or  AB-NS07@HOTMAIL.COM
Professional Caterers Restaurant CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17660806  or  PROFESSIONAL.CATERING.
BH@GMAIL.COM
RANA TRANSPORT CARGO HANDLING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BANKING SECTOR TRAINEE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17472087  or  
RAORANA.AKMAL@GMAIL.COM
ALTAWAH PASTRIES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SHAWARMA WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36600460  or  
ebrahrem5554@hotmail.com
WADI AMINA PERSONAL EVENTS 
PLANNERS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39010745  or  SAIDAQASIM2016@
GMAIL.COM
N&W SALON BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34307914  or  NADEEMWASEEM397@
GMAIL.COM
SADIQ ABAD CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35060195  or  
WEAKPOINT37@GMAIL.COM
ALABRAR GATE CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39467807  or  ALABRAR00@HOTMAIL.COM
AL WADANI CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17293039  or  
W_80_BROWN@HOTMAIL.COM
JAMAL ABDULLA RASHID ALJALAHMA 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39462566  or  
JAJALAHMA@YAHOO.COM
COMSIP - AL A'ALI COMPANY W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17773006  or  AURELIEN.CHAUSSY@VINCI-
ENERGIES.COM
QUALITY FRIED CHICKEN W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17001555  or  BPOLYMER@BATELCO.COM.BH
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727676  or  
BASMAHO@BATELCO.COM.BH
AREENA CONTRACTOR GROUP CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17245222  or  ALANSARI@

AREENAGROUP.COM
SARA TRADING & CONTRACTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17701727  or  INFO@SARAGROUPBAHRAIN.
COM
RASHEED LOGISTICS SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17783260  or  IRFAN_RASHEED@HOTMAIL.
COM
HAMEED & A.RASOOL S/O ALHAJ KHALIL 
ALHALWACHEE CO W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17251971  or  
HALWACHI9898@HOTMAIL.COM
RIFFA GATE FOR TRAINING 
CONSULTANCIES AND EVENTS 
MANAGEMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CONSULTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39437947  or  
MA753516@GMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
ANWAR ABDULLA CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36262227  or  ANWAR123@GMAIL.COM
SEA BIRD MECHANICAL AND MARINE 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17273133  or  
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
SALTY BITE RESTAURANT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER(KEBAB) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39403113  or  
GHAZALA62@YAHOO.COM
Zaweiyah Lebanani Restaurant W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877033  or  HMCS2005@BATELCO.COM.BH
HAWAA COMPUTER AND PHONES CENTRE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COMPUTER TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33176660  or  
THILAKKRISHNA@GMAIL.COM
HORNET TECHNOLOGIES W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34221854  or  MUHAMMADSADIQUE26@
GMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  or  
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
BOSS SALON has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BARBER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36611882  or  M.66661666@GMAIL.COM
WADI AMINA ACTIVITIES OF HEAD OFFICES 
OR MANAGEMENT OFFICES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39010745  or  

SAIDAQASIM2016@GMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED CONSTRUCTION 
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY TRUCK) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343953  or  
A.ALSAYED_1988@HOTMAIL.COM
Gulf Bird Maintenance Co. Partnership has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17311115  or  EXP.SEV4@GMAIL.COM
EBENEZER BUILDING CONTRACTS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39889555  or  DONIA10002@HOTMAIL.COM
AL KHULOOD ALUMINIUM FACTORY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17789585  or  BIGBOSSVIP911@GMAIL.COM
RAZAN EXPRESS CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17322800  or  
K.HAMADA@GDNPR.GOV.BH
DANLA CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33191796  or  
DANLACONTRACTING20@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17262725  or  DELTA.SS@BATELCO.COM.BH
MASTER END TRADING AND CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36599239  or  MATROOKFADHEL@GMAIL.COM
AL ABRAAJ RESTAURANT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38700027  or  
OFFICE@AL-ABRAAJ.COM
DC Contracting Co.W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39941114  or  H.SALEM@
DC.BH
Alrabia alkhadraa garden w.l.l has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  FARMER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17311212  or  alrabia.
alkhadraa.w.l.l@gmail.com
Childhood taste boutique and tailoring has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39893138  or  
QASSIM.8@HOTMAIL.COM
MARQOOQ FOR TRADITIONAL FOOD has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33330563  or  
COOLMAN147@HOTMAIL.COM
AMAN CONSTRUCTION OF FLOATING 
STRUCTURES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33416680  or  
AMANBUTT551@GMAIL.COM
One Bahrain Hospitality  WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  RECEPTIONIST , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17790090  or  
HR@ONEBAHRAINHOSPITALITY.COM
EASYCUTS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17257300  or  SALEHHAJJIALJUBAILI@
YAHOO.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM

J I M S Restaurant WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33331967  or  
RAJEEVKUMARC@HOTMAIL.COM
ORIAN ELECTRONIC & ELECTRICAL 
REPAIRING W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17280049  or  
ORIANCONTRACTING88@GMAIL.COM
UNISKILLS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17224578  or  
INFO@JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
ALABRAAJ EXPRESS RESTAURANT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(ASSISTANT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38700027  or  OFFICE@
AL-ABRAAJ.COM
Hertel W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SCAFFOLDER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36633899  or  MOHAMMED.
QASSIM@HERTEL.COM
ALKOOHEJI BUILDING CARE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17710710  or  
INFO@KOOHEJIBUILDINGCARE.COM
Almuharraq Equstrian Academy has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  GROOM , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39858770  or  mhrschool81@gmail.com
APM TERMINALS BAHRAIN B.S.C. 
(Public) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17365532  or  mohdalhawaj@gmail.com
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
APM TERMINALS BAHRAIN B.S.C. 
(Public) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17365532  or  mohdalhawaj@gmail.com
LANTERNS LOUNGE W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17591807  or  
SKAPUR100@YAHOO.COM
FISH MARKET W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17710271  or  
MISHAL@ALGHALIA.COM
MOON HOUSE SEAFOOD W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33301725  or  EHABALI555@GMAIL.COM
FISH MARKET W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17710271  or  MISHAL@
ALGHALIA.COM
ALDUHA ALUMINIUM FABRICATION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33664555  or  ALI39664475@HOTMAIL.COM
SWISS-BELSUITES  ADMIRAL  JUFFAIR 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ROOM ATTENDANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17230508  or  
HBADER@RJBADER.COM
RAJ R MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
EXPERIENCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  OFFICE HELPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36576122  or  
ALOOY20019@GMAIL.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 

17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
ALHOOTY GENERAL TRADING W L L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
(SITE) , suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727450  or  ALHOTYAN@BATELCO.COM.BH
SURPRISES TRADING CENTRE W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  geepabahain@gmail.com
SURPRISES TRADING CENTRE W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  geepabahain@gmail.com
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
Doniv Marble W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17785525  or  DONIVMAR@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALNEAIM GRILLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17240025  or  alnaeem_
grill@hotmail.com
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17722333  or  
info@alghanah.com
ATLANTIC SWIMMING POOL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17731388  or  
A.RAHMAN@ATLANTIC-POOLS.COM
AMOW ORHAN RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33779948  or  JAIDA.ALALAWI@ALIKHALAF.COM
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17007771  or  HR@
issbh.com
DUBAI GOLD AND DIAMOND W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39978899  or  SH_AMNAH@HOTMAIL.COM
UNICORP COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PIPEFITTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730804  or  
REZA@UNICORPWLL.COM
PIDE PASTRIES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17421616  or  pide.
pastries@gmail.com
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
Dose Cafe Food & Beverage Service 
Activities Company w.l.l has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER/BARTENDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000990  or  
BESHARA.ABDU@GMAIL.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66393120  or  GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
NOOR ALMUHRAQ SWEETS W L L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32152653  or  TMSTRADWLL@GMAIL.COM
Hookah Fruit Cafe and Restaurant 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  

COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39616550  or  SOFHAN.BAH@
GMAIL.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66393120  or  GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
FLIP BURGER W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(ASSISTANT) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36336001  or  
OALLAITH@GMAIL.COM
ABKAN FOR DESIGNING TRAINING 
PROGRAMS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TRAINER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36576122  or  ALOOY20019@GMAIL.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66393120  or  GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17552722  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.
COM.BH
ALMUTLA CAR SERVIES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39799980  or  SAIF-
ALAJMI@HOTMAIL.COM
ALJASSER TRANSPORT EST. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER(BUS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17731661  or  
ALJASR.TSPT@GMAIL.COM
THY Solutions Co. WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33655884  or  THY.
SOLUTION123@GMAIL.COM
SIMS CITY CO.W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17259458  or  
ADELABDULLA23@GMAIL.COM
BOX GARAGE has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17675344  or  ALGHAREEB99@
GMAIL.COM
BURGER EXPRESS W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35414424  or  sagaburger@gmail.com
Dar alamani cleaning services has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34460033  or  
ABO.JASSOM.91@ICLOUD.COM
Prism gents salon has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39658966  or  HEYAAM@
GMAIL.COM
LAUNDRY 2024 ( 2 ) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35567777  or  
FINEDOCCLEARANCE@GMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHIM ALSAYED CONSTRUCTION 
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY TRUCK) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343953  or  
A.ALSAYED_1988@HOTMAIL.COM
NELOVA TRADING  COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33118577  or  MOHDOSMAN69@GMAIL.COM
ROBIN LAUNDRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39955454  or  
NANTUJOY127@GMAIL.COM

VACANCIES AVAILABLE 
CONTINUED

Call us on +973 36458394
email : advt@newsofbahrain.comClassifieds

Across
1- P.M. times; 5- On top of the standings; 10- Pet plant; 14- Gimlet garnish; 15- Old French 
expression meaning “goodbye”; 16- Contact, e.g.; 17- Steinbeck: East of _____; 18- Noted Civil War 
biography; 19- Actor Estrada; 20- Declared unfit for use; 22- Trunk line; 23- Editorial notation; 
24- Quick sharp bark; 26- Barracks bed; 29- Barbershop request; 31- In seventh heaven; 
35- “______ by any other name…”; 37- Lumpy fuel; 39- Sped; 40- Campus mil. group; 41- Loiter; 
42- Undoing; 43- Doozy; 44- Scoria; 45- Satisfies; 46- A wineshop; 48- Delineate; 50- Compass 
dir.; 51- Mystique; 53- Extol; 55- Weaving machines; 58- Highly pleased; 63- Old Dodge model; 
64- Bring up the rear; 65- About; 66- Observed; 67- Poker Flat chronicler; 68- Period; 69- 
Hang-up; 70- Proprietor; 71- Wife of Osiris;

Down 
1- One of the Baldwins; 2- Pet name; 3- Revenuers, for short; 4- Transmits; 5- Dell dweller, 
traditionally; 6- Alike in every way; 7- Make angry; 8- Squalid; 9- Calendar col.; 10- Queen of 
Egypt; 11- German Mister; 12- Monogram ltr.; 13- ___ silly question...; 21- Kitchen addition; 22- En-
tirely; 25- Hard to hold; 26- Chocolate substitute; 27- Home of the Black Bears; 28- Schlepped; 
30- Fable finale; 32- Track tipsters; 33- Great Lakes tribesmen; 34- Compact; 36- Yelling; 38- 
Clay stone; 41- Nicholas II was the last Russian one; 45- Cozy; 47- Astronaut Grissom; 49- Pro-
tective envelope; 52- End in ___; 54- Abu ___; 55- A pitcher may take one; 56- Foreboding; 57- Fit 
for service; 59- Pull down; 60- General ___ chicken; 61- Sewing case; 62- Periods; 64- Howe’er;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 
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Kristen Stewart ‘couldn’t open her 
mouth’ due to ‘Spencer’ tension
IANS | London

Ac t r e s s  K r i s t e n 
Stewart, who por-
trays Princess Di-

ana in the new biographical 
drama film ‘Spencer’, says it 
was a nerve-wracking expe-
rience, and the anxiousness 
led her to develop a pain in 
her jaw.

Stewart told BBC News: “I 
had TMJ (her jaw stayed shut) 
to the point where I was like, 
completely locked up. I was like, 
‘Huh, I guess I’m really nervous’ 
- I was really tripping out until 
we started.”

She shared that she didn’t 
actually know a huge amount 
about the Royal Family before 
she accepted the role, reports 

femalefirst.co.uk.
Stewart said: “I didn’t have the 

most developed or defined rela-
tionship with the Royal Family 
in generally. I didn’t grow up 
following the sort of saga. Obvi-
ously I do live on planet earth, 
and her impact was so immense 
and emotional, even for some-
body who was seven when she 
passed away.”

Actress Phoebe Dynevor says 
‘Bridgerton’ changed her life
IANS | London

‘Bridgerton’ star Phoebe 
Dynevor has said that star-

ring in the period drama has 
“changed her life” in many ways.

The 26-year-old actress shot 
to global fame when the Net-
flix juggernaut was released 
on Christmas Day 2020 and 
quickly became the most-
watched series of all time 

on the streaming platform, re-
ports femalefirst.co.uk.

She said: “I’d say ‘Bridger-
ton’ has definitely changed my 

life. But not only in the things 
that have come from the job, 
but also just the experience 
of it and meeting the most 
incredible people; just learn-
ing so much from working 
so hard for that period of  
time.”

Kristen Stewart Phoebe Dynevor



Medvedev powers through 
at rain-hit Indian Wells
Top seed Pliskova, defending champion Andreescu blown away at Indian Wells

• Medvedev 
overcomes Krajinovic 
to set up Dimitrov 
clash at Indian Wells

Reuters | Indian Wells

US Open champion Daniil 
Medvedev “put the pressure 

on” to earn his 50th win of the 
season at the weather-hit ATP/
WTA Indian Wells, defeating Fil-
ip Krajinovic 6-2, 7-6 (7/1) in the 
third round on Monday night.

The 25-year-old Russian de-
livered a dynamic performance 
in a second-set tiebreaker to 
pull away from the Serb and 
increase his match record to 
50-10 this season.

“It was a really tough match,” 
Medvedev told AFP. “The first 
set I got lucky in a few moments. 
The second set I started well, 
but he raised his level.

“I am happy I managed to 
fight on every point and get it 
to a tiebreak. I was super solid 
in the tiebreak and really put the 
pressure on.”

World No. 2 Medvedev moves 
on to the round of 16 where he 
will face Bulgaria’s Grigor Dimi-
trov, who cruised past American 
Reilly Opelka 6-3, 6-4 during a 
windy day session.

Medvedev has been ranked 
second in the world since early 
in the year and says his goal is to 
one day be No. 1, which is held 
by Novak Djokovic. Medvedev 
defeated him in the US Open 
final.

“Since I was six I dreamed 

about being number one,” Med-
vedev said. “But he is the real 
No. 1 this year. He won three 
Grand Slams. That is the reality.

“It is one of my goals. I just 
need to win a hell of a lot of 
matches and Grand Slams.”

Play was delayed for about an 
hour in the night session before 
the start of Medvedev’s match 
after heavy rain and gusting 
winds swept through the Palm 
Springs, California area.

The worst of the bad weather 
arrived in the middle of the first 
evening match between Coco 
Gauff and Paula Badosa.

Action resumed after a small 
army of volunteers helped dry 
the main stadium court at the 
Tennis Garden.

Organizers then had to shuffle 
the schedule, postponing some 
doubles matches and moving 
others to empty courts to get 
them started sooner.

Medvedev beat Djokovic in 
the US Open final last month to 
prevent the Serb from becoming 
the first man since the legend-
ary Rod Laver to win all four 
Grand Slams in the same year.

In his US Open victory speech, 
Medvedev said he forgot to get 
his wife an anniversary gift. He 
said Monday that winning a first 
Grand Slam title was all she had 
asked for.

“I love my wife,” he said. “She 
played tennis until she was 18. 
We have a saying in Russian 
-- one boat in the journey. It 
was a better gift for her, than 
even for me, that I won the US  
Open.”

Elsewhere in the men’s draw, 
Argentina’s Diego Schwartzman 
defeated Daniel Evans of Britain 
5-7, 6-4, 6-0 and Casper Ruud 
of Norway rallied to beat South 
Africa’s Lloyd Harris 6-7 (4/7), 
6-4, 6-4.

Top seed ousted 
In the women’s draw, top seed 

Karolina Pliskova and defending 
champion Bianca Andreescu 
both crashed out.

Pliskova lost in straight sets to 
unseeded Beatriz Haddad Maia 
6-3, 7-5 in a third round match.

Playing on one of the outer 
courts, Brazil’s Haddad Maia 
jumped out to a 3-1 lead in the 
second set before the Czech 
picked up her game.

Haddad Maia fought back, 
clinching the match on her sec-
ond set point when Pliskova 
flubbed a backhand off the top 
of her racquet.

Lucky loser Haddad Maia 
moves on to face Estonia’s An-
ett Kontaveit in the round of 16.

The red-hot Kontaveit con-
tinued her fine run by ousting 
Andreescu 7-6 (7/5), 6-3.

Kontaveit, who is seeded 18th, 
stretched her win streak to eight 
straight matches and continued 
her domination over Andreescu, 
winning all three career match-
es over the Canadian.

“I have been feeling real-
ly well on the court,” said the 
25-year-old Kontaveit. “I have 
a lot of confidence.”

Fans favour Jose Torres to prevail over Ali 
Bagautinov ahead of BRAVE CF 55 clash
Reuters | London

BRAVE Combat Federation 
will return to Russia on No-

vember 6 to host another elec-
trifying live event—this time 
around in the bustling city of 
Rostov-on-Don. From top to 
bottom, the 11-bout card is load-
ed with some of the best mixed 
martial artists on the planet. 
As the much-awaited extrava-
ganza draws near, fans across 
the globe share their thoughts 
on one of the most anticipated 
contests at BRAVE CF 55.

In the main event, hometown 
favourite Ali “The King Punch-
er” Bagautinov is set to lock 
horns with Jose “Shorty” Tor-
res of the United States in the 
last semifinal match-up of the 
BRAVE Flyweight World Title 
Tournament. According to the 
latest fan poll conducted on the 
organization’s official website, 
70 percent of the fans believe 
that the American dynamo will 
have his hand raised in triumph 
against Bagautinov. 

The 29-year-old native of 
Chicago, Illinois previously 
held the flyweight and bantam-
weight belts in a North Amer-
ican promotion He was also a 
champion in the amateur ranks, 
winning the 135-pound catego-
ry at the IMMAF World Cham-
pionships two years in a row.

Replicating the same success 
on the global stage is the next 
target of Torres, but it will be 
no easy task as Bagautinov has 
been in the game for more than 
a decade and has a wealth of 
fight experience on his resume.

Aside from that, Bagautinov 
will have his countrymen be-
hind him on fight night, which 
will most likely put pressure on 
Torres to perform to the best of 
his ability. The winner of the 
said encounter will earn a seat 
in the tourney finals to square 
off with the highly-touted Veli-
murad Alkhasov to determine 
the first-ever BRAVE CF Fly-
weight World Champion at a 
yet-to-be-announced event.

Inspired by Rocky Balboa, Shorty Torres releases 
poster for upcoming BRAVE CF 55 bout in Russia
TDT | Manama

In 1985, Rocky Balboa trav-
elled across the world to land 

in Russia in order to take on the 
biggest challenge of his career 
on Christmas Day. Across the 
ring, Ivan Drago was the So-
viet boxer who had killed his 
former opponent and friend 
Apollo Creed during an exhibi-
tion match months prior. After 
a 15-round war, Rocky knocks 
out Drago within seconds on 
the clock and delivers an inspir-
ing speech about change to a 
previously hostile crowd who’s 
now in the middle of a standing 
ovation… and then, roll credits.

The plot of Rocky IV, the 
fourth installment in the suc-
cessful Sylvester Stallone mov-
ie’s franchise, took millions to 
theatres in the 80’s and touched 
the hearts of many others since 
then, including the young Jose 
“Shorty” Torres. So much so 
that, when he had the chance, 
Torres didn’t think twice about 
reenacting what is one of his 
favourite movies.  

The similarities are there in 
fact, except, of course, for the 
whole revenge part of it. Shorty 
is about to leave his hometown 
of Chicago, roughly 800 miles 
away from Rocky’s Philadel-
phia, and go all the way to Rus-
sia to take on the biggest chal-
lenge of his career, one that can 

have huge implications in his 
future.

Torres, who even got himself 
a Rocky-inspired poster for the 
bout, will face Ali “Puncher-
king” Bagautinov in the main 
event of the evening of BRAVE 
CF 55, on November 6, in Ros-
tov-on-Don, Russia. The win-

ner of this much-anticipated 
Flyweight bout will move to the 
prestigious BRAVE CF Flyweight 
World Title against Velimurad 
Alkhasov.

But in order to see if Torres 
is Rocky or Apollo in this story, 
we’ll have to wait a few weeks 
more.

England ‘stronger’ after 2016 World 
T20 heartbreak, says Jordan

AFP | London

Chris Jordan says Eng-
land’s 2016 World Twen-

ty20 final heartbreak against 
the West Indies made them 
a stronger team as Eoin Mor-
gan’s side seek redemption in 
this year’s tournament.

England had one hand on 
the trophy in Kolkata before 
Carlos Brathwaite smashed 
Ben Stokes for four consecu-
tive sixes to win the match for 
the Caribbean side.

Three years later England 
became world champions in 
the 50-over format and they 
are among the favourites for 
this year’s T20 World Cup in 
the United Arab Emirates and 
Oman, starting on Sunday.

Jordan conceded only eight 
runs in the penultimate over 
of the 2016 final, leaving the 
West Indies needing 19 off six 
balls bowled by Stokes and he 
admonished himself for pre-
maturely thinking the game 
was over.

“I’ll never take myself to that 
place again,” said the 33-year-
old seamer. “I definitely won’t 
be thinking that way after 
bowling the 19th over until 
it’s fully, fully over.

“We tend to laugh about it 
now, but we definitely came 
out stronger for it as a unit.

“I wouldn’t say it haunted 

us too much. Someone has to 
come up victorious and for 
something like that to be done 
in the last over, you can’t write 
that.”

Jordan believes England, 
the top-ranked T20 side, now 
make “clearer” decisions in 
crunch moments, which he 
said helped during the victori-
ous 2019 World Cup campaign.

“The team was on autopi-
lot,” he said. “In any situation 
you saw the game slow down a 
little bit and everyone came up 
with an informed and correct 
decision.”
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Poster released by Shorty Torres

England’s Chris Jordan reacts during a match (file photo)

I am happy I managed 
to fight on every point 

and get it to a tiebreak. 
I was super solid in the 
tiebreak and really put 

the pressure on
DANIIL MEDVEDEV

Jordan conceded only 
eight runs in the pe-
nultimate over of the 

2016 final, leaving 
the West Indies need-

ing 19 off six balls 
bowled by Stokes and 
he admonished him-
self for prematurely 
thinking the game 

was over
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Daniil Medvedev hits a shot against Filip Krajinovic

Jose Torres and Ali Bagautinov

According to the latest 
fan poll conducted 

on BRAVE CF website, 
70 percent of the 

fans believe that the 
American dynamo will 
have his hand raised 
in triumph against 

Bagautinov
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COVID-19 stance could rule F1 medical car driver out of races
Reuters | London

Formula One medical car 
driver Alan van der Merwe 

risks missing more races, af-
ter his absence from Sunday’s 
Turkish Grand Prix, due to his 
decision not to get vaccinated 
for COVID-19.

Van der Merwe, 41, and F1 
doctor Ian Roberts tested pos-
itive independently for the 
coronavirus ahead of the race 
and did not travel to Istanbul, 
with the FIA’s Formula E crew 
standing in.

Both had been in the medi-
cal car at the previous Russian 
Grand Prix in Sochi.

The South African said on 
Twitter it was the second time 
he had contracted COVID-19 and 
he had not been vaccinated for 
personal reasons.

“From what we understand, 
there are a couple of countries 
that you probably won’t be al-
lowed to enter ... unless you’re 
vaccinated,” Formula One’s race 
director Michael Masi told re-
porters on Sunday.

“You need to comply with 
those requirements to enter the 
country and from that perspec-
tive the FIA obviously has to 
respect the country’s require-

ments to get in, as will all the 
teams and everyone else.”

Van der Merwe explained his 
position before the weekend, in-
dicating he had received abuse 
on social media for his stance 
and would block those making 
personal attacks or wishing him 
fired.

“I am fully aware that I will 
potentially be less employable 
or that my freedom of move-
ment will be restricted based 
on my choices,” he said on 
Twitter.
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Bahrain concede late goal in loss to Kiwis
Substitute Niko Kirwan scores with two minutes remaining in regular time to lift Oceania giants New Zealand to hard-earned 

1-0 victory in international friendly match

• Bahrain and New 
Zealand play highly 
competitive affair that 
was decided only in the 
game’s final minutes

• Friendly match 
marked end of senior 
men’s national team’s 
latest training gathering 
supervised by head 
coach Helio Sousa

TDT | Manama

Bahrain conceded a goal 
with two minutes left in 
regular time in a 0-1 loss 

to Oceania giants New Zealand 
last night in an international 
friendly match at the National 
Stadium in Riffa.

Both sides had quality chances 
to score in either half, but nei-
ther could break the deadlock 
until substitute Niko Kirwan 
headed home from close range 

in the 88th minute.
It was a highly competitive af-

fair for both national teams, who 
were meeting for the first time 
since their infamous play-off for 
a spot at the 2010 FIFA World 
Cup, which the Kiwis won 1-0 on 
aggregate after home-and-away 
matches.

The friendly was the second 

for both teams in a week. The 
Bahrainis had previously played 
Caribbean side Curacao in a 
match they won 4-0, while the 
Kiwis won their match against 
the Curacaoans 2-1.

Bahrain have used the exhi-
bition games as part of their 
preparations for their upcoming 
competitions, including the FIFA 

Arab Cup 2021 this November 
and December as well as the 
start of qualifying for the AFC 
Asian Cup 2023 early next year.

New Zealand had the majority 
of chances to open the scoring 
in the first half, with Elijah Just 
and Callum McCowatt coming 
closest. Abdulla Yusuf, Sayed 
Redha Issa and skipper Sayed 

Dhiya Saeed had the best oppor-
tunities for the hosts, but could 
not convert.

After a goalless first 45, Chris 
Wood had a free kick that beat 
the wall but was saved by Bah-
rain goalkeeper Ebrahim Lut-
fallah early in the second half.

Ali Madan then had a long ef-
fort on target that was coolly col-
lected by opposing goalkeeper 
Michael Woud.

Mohammed Jassim Marhoon 
came on after the hour-mark for 
Bahrain and immediately made 
an impact, creating two quality 
chances but was unable to finish.

The Bahrainis stepped up 
their attack over the game’s 
closing stages and should have 
come away with a draw, but a 
momentary lapse in defending 
was enough for the Kiwis to take 
advantage.

Liberato Cacace supplied a 
precision cross from the left of 
the pitch to a waiting Kirwan 
deep in the box, and he made no 
mistake with his header which 
was enough to separate the two 
sides.

Bahrain head coach Helio 
Sousa started the match with a 
first 11 that included Lutfallah; 
Ahmed Bughammar, Abdulla 
Al Hazza, Hazza Ali and Issa in 
defence; Ali Madan, Mohammed 
Abdulwahab, Ali Haram, Komail 
Alaswad and Saeed in a five-man 
midfield; and Abdulla Yusuf as 
the lone striker.

Last night’s match marked the 
end of Bahrain’s latest training 
gathering under Sousa, which 
was held over the past two 
weeks.

The FIFA Arab Cup 2021 will 
be held in Doha, with the par-
ticipation of 16 national teams. 
It will kick off on November 30 
and continue until December 18. 
Bahrain are in Group A, which 
also features hosts Qatar, Iraq 
and Oman.

Bahrain will then be one 
of 24 teams from across Asia 
that will be competing in the 
AFC Asian Cup 2023 qualifiers, 
which will be in its third round. 
These matches will be held 
starting January/February next  
year.

Bahrain’s Ali Madan vies for possession of the ball between New Zealand players 
Liberato Cacace, left, and Michael Boxall

Alan van der Merwe in action
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Last night’s friendly 
was the first time both 

national teams were 
meeting since their 

infamous play-off for 
a spot at the 2010 

FIFA World Cup, which 
the Kiwis won 1-0 on 

aggregate after home-
and-away matches
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Spectacular entry list announced for 
2021 Bahrain International Trophy
TDT | Manama 

An outstanding list of 78 en-
tries was announced last 

night for the 2021 £500,000 
Group Three Bahrain Interna-
tional Trophy.

R a s h i d  E q u e st r i a n  a n d 
Horseracing Club (REHC) re-
vealed that the total number 
was up from 61 in 2020, and they 
come from 10 different nations.

From the total of 78 horses 
nominated, there are a total of 
25 individual Group winners. 
Collectively, they have amassed 
a total of 58 Group wins, with 14 
of those being Group One races.

REHC executive director Shai-
kh Salman bin Rashed Al Khali-
fa commented: “We are incred-
ibly proud of the progress in 
quality from year to year in the 
Bahrain International Trophy.

“To have gone from 46 entries 
in 2019, to 61 in 2020 and now 
78 in 2021 proves the confidence 
that connections have in racing 
in Bahrain.

“More importantly, the cal-

ibre of horses entered from 10 
different countries is also very 
high. To have some high class 
and progressive horses who 
have won multiple Group races 
in 2021 entered is very exciting.”

The 2021 Bahrain Interna-
tional Trophy takes place No-
vember 19 at REHC.

The 2021 Bahrain International 
Trophy list of entries:
Akho Mobaary (KSA), Al-

giers (IRE), Alwahsh (IRE), 
Amhran Na Bhfiann (IRE), Av-
alina (USA), Barney Roy (GB), 
Bedouins Story (GB), Bopedro 
(FR), Cadillac (IRE), Caprice 
Des Dieux (FR), Chiefdom 
(USA), Classical Wave (GB), 
Coolagh Forest (IRE), Dawn 
Intello (FR), Deacon (GB), De-
sert Encounter (IRE), Desert 
Lion (IRE), Dubai Future (GB), 
Dubai Honour (IRE), Euchen 
Glen (GB), Eudaimonia (FR), 
Faisal (GB), Felix (GB), Fev 
Rover (IRE), Finest Sound 
(IRE), Fooraat (IRE), Fox Tal 
(GB), Foxes Tales (IRE), Gal-
ova (FR), Gronkowski (USA), 
Harrovian (GB), Horoscope 
(IRE), Insinuendo (IRE), Ken-
way (FR), Khartoum (USA), 
Kick On (GB), King Leonidas 
(GB), King Vega (GB), Laud-
erdale (IRE), Litigator (IRE), 

Living Legend (IRE), Lord Glit-
ters (FR), Lough Derg (IRE), 
Magny Cours (USA), Mat-
thew Flinders (GB), Maydan-
ny (IRE), Military Style (USA), 
Monty (FR), Mostahdaf (IRE), 
Motakay’yef (KSA), Mr De 
Pourceaugnac (FR), Naamoos 
(FR), Nao Da Mais (BRZ), New 
Show (IRE), Ocean Rod (IRE), 
Palavecino (FR), Penja (FR), 
Persian Moon (IRE), Pogo 
(IRE), Qaader (IRE), Real World 
(IRE), Royal Marine (IRE), Sal-
tonstall (GB), Sir Busker (IRE), 
Soft Whisper (IRE), Square De 
Luynes (FR), Step By Step (FR), 
Suspicious Mind (DEN), The 
Mediterranean (IRE), Thun-
dering Nights (IRE), Tokyo 
Gold (FR), Tyson Fury (GB), 
Victory Chime (IRE), West 
End Charmer (IRE), What A 
Welcome (GB), Zakouski (GB), 
Zorion (GB).

Bahrain skipper Saeed joins 
exclusive FIFA Century Club

• Influential 
midfielder makes 
100th international 
appearance for 
Bahrain against New 
Zealand last night

• Saees becomes 
11th Bahraini player to 
be listed in exclusive 
FIFA Century Club

TDT | Manama

Bahrain national team skip-
per Sayed Dhiya Saeed, 

who started last night’s friend-
ly match against New Zealand, 
has joined the exclusive FIFA 

Century Club for men’s play-
ers who have played 100 or 
more A internationals for their 
country.

Saeed was presented with a 
special shirt commemorating 
the occasion by national team 
manager Abdulla Al Buainain 
prior to kick-off.

According to the official list 
of the FIFA Century Club avail-
able online, Saeed became the 
11th Bahraini player on the list.

The others are Salman Issa, 
Mohammed Hussain, Sayed 
Mohammed Adnan, Moham-
med Salmeen, Abdulla Al Mar-
zooqi, Hussain Baba, Fawzi 
Aaish and Hussain Ahmed, 
along with Sayed Mohammed 
Jaafar and Ismaeel Abdullatif, 
both of whom are still regular 
call ups to the national team.

Bahrain’s Sayed Dhiya Saeed, right, is presented with his commemorative 
shirt by Abdulla Al Buainain prior to last night’s kick-off


